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Abstract
It is well known that realistic haptic rendering depends on high update rates. Nevertheless,
there are many applications for which haptic interfaces could be useful where haptic data cannot
be delivered at these rates. In VR and real-time dynamic simulation of deformable objects, for
instance, update rates are limited by the computation time. In distributed systems, as telerobotics
or network-based simulators, communication rates are unstable and limited by the network
features. In this paper we show how this problem can be minimised using a "buffer model" between
the haptic interface and the data source (the system being interfaced). This buffer is intended to be
able to deliver data to the haptic device at the required rate and its role is to maximise the
information contained in the data flow. The buffer is implemented as a local numerical model of the
data source. The buffer model must be simple, generic and easily adaptable. The data flow will be
used to continuously update a number of parameters of this model in order to render it locally as
close as possible of the data source. We will show also how a buffer model can be useful to easily
implement a proxy-based calculation of the haptic forces. We will finish showing how we used this
approach to interface a PHANToM with a deformable objects simulator.
1. Introduction
We are interested in simplifying the conception of a haptic interface in an existing Virtual
Reality (VR) system.
In a haptic interface the force feedback represents the contact forces between the haptic
probe and the objects of a virtual scene. This physically based scene will typically be simulated in
real-time by a VR software component. The instantaneous contact forces depend directly on the
instantaneous scene state, and the scene state can be affected by the user actions. Consequently, the
haptic systems are usually organised in a way that for each haptic refresh cycle we have also a
virtual scene update. In this configuration, the haptic rate depends entirely on the scene simulator
computational delay.
The estimation of haptic forces can also present some difficulties. In physical simulators,
surface contacts are usually modelled using penalty or impulse-based methods. Impulse based
methods compute state changes, not forces. Penalty based methods compute repulsive forces and
can work well to model simple obstacles, such planes or spheres, but we can find a number of
difficulties when trying to extend these models to display more complex environments. A better
suited framework to estimate contact forces for generic haptic display are the constraint based
methods [zilles-94] [ruspini-97], but most of the existing physical simulators do not use it.
In this paper we propose an approach to conceive haptic interfaces where the haptic
rendering does not depend directly on the physical simulation rates nor on the methods used by the
simulator.
The haptic interface is conceived as an external module of a VR system, connected to this
system by a buffer model. This buffer model is a generic numerical model, that will locally emulate
the haptic interaction between the user and the virtual environment simulated by the VR system.
We do not care about the methods used to simulate this environment.
The buffer model will act as a very simple local physical model, and the haptic loop will
interact with this local model instead of interacting with the virtual environment. The simplicity of
the buffer model makes easy and fast the collisions detection and the estimation of contact forces.

A buffer manager process will communicate with the VR system to inform the user motions
and to obtain relevant data to update the buffer model.
The buffer model will be updated at a rate proportional to the VR computational delay, but
this will not compromise the haptic loop rate.
2. Conceiving an haptic interface based on a buffer model
The central idea in our approach is that the haptic interface locally emulates the virtual
environment, continuously adapting its own simple physical model.
Inside the virtual environment, the user is represented by a virtual object, the probe. The
user is controlling the probe and the probe is interacting with the other virtual objects.
Inside the haptic interface we use a constraint-based framework. The user is represented by
a virtual proxy, as proposed in [ruspini-97]. In our approach, the proxy is a point moving in the
configuration space of the haptic device.
The proxy interacts with one constraint non deformable surface, corresponding to one
configuration space obstacle (c-obstacle). This surface represents the nearest portion of the nearest
object in the virtual environment with respect to the probe. The position and the shape of this
surface will be defined by a set of parameters, continuously adapted to fit the closest c-obstacle
form.
The haptic interface is defined by two processes: the model manager and the haptic loop.
The model manager interacts with the simulator, informing the user motions and obtaining
the minimum distance between the probe and its closest neighbour in the virtual environment.
Using this distance and its derivatives, the manager will adapt the constraint surface to locally fit
these values. The simulator must to inform also the local stiffness of the neighbour.
The haptic loop follows the constraint based rendering framework.
2.1. The model manager
The model manager role is to inform to the VR simulator the user motions and to
continuously update the constraint surface.
We assume that the VR simulator is prepared to accept this interaction. It means that the
simulator can handle our demand within its real-time loop.
The mapping between the probe in the virtual environment and the proxy will be determined
by the haptic device features. In an ideal framework, the haptic device would offer force and torque
feedback, and the proxy would move in a 6-D configuration space. In this case, the proxy motions
could be expressed in full probe motions (6 dof : translation and rotation). In the case of a haptic
device with no torque feedback, the proxy would be a point in a 3-D configuration space, and its
motions would be expressed only by translations of the probe in the virtual environment (3 dof).
The probe would not rotate.
After the probe position update, the VR simulator will find its nearest neighbour, estimate
the minimum distance between these two objects and estimate the partial derivatives of this
distance with respect to the probe degrees of freedom.
The VR simulator will return the estimated values to the model manager and will update its
dynamic state (motions and deformations).
The model manager uses the obtained distance d and its partial derivatives d' to update the
buffer model. Let us consider the distance d as being defined by an unknown mapping f : ℜn → ℜ:
 ∂f
∂f 
d = f (x)
d'=  Κ

 ∂x1 ∂x n 
The buffer model can be defined as a function f : ℜn+r → ℜ, which can be written as :

f ( x) ≡ f (u, x)
for certain u=[u1
ur] ∈ ℜr .We will refer to u1
ur as the parameters and to x1
variables . The variables correspond to the configuration space dimensions.
We define also the partial derivatives for f:
T

xn as the

∂f (u, x)
(i = 1, Κ n)
∂xi
The fitting algorithm to adapt the buffer model with respect to f is based on the following
first order approximations :
r
∂f (u, x)
df = ∆f (u, x) ≈ ∑ ∆u i
∂u i
i =1
dxi =

r

ddxi = ∆dxi ≈ ∑ ∆u j
j =1

∂dxi
(i = 1, Κ , n)
∂u j

We define du=[Du1 Dur] as the vector of corrections to be applied to the model
parameters, dx=[dx1 dxn]T as the vector of the partial derivatives of f, ddx=[ddx1 ddxn] as the
vector of differences over the partial derivatives that we obtain applying du to u, df as the
difference on f we obtain applying du to u and dxu as the matrix of partial derivatives of dx with
respect to u:

 ∂dx1
 ∂u
 1
dxu =  Μ
 ∂dx n
 ∂u1


Writing in a matrix form :

∂dx1 
∂u r 

Μ Μ
∂dx n 
Λ
∂u r 

Λ

 df   dx 
ddx  = dxu .du = J .du

 

We consider the problem of fitting f to locally emulate f as the problem of finding the du
corrections to be applied to the model parameters u so that the model estimation errors (df,ddx) are
minimised. The model estimation errors are assumed to be :
df = d − f (u , x)
ddx = d '− dx

T -1 T
We use the pseudo-inverse of J (J = (J J) J ) to estimate the parameters corrections (du):
 df 
du = J  .

ddx 
Using iteratively this approach the model manager will continuously keep f(u,x)» f(x)
nearby the probe position.
2.2. The haptic loop
The haptic loop estimates the contact forces using the constraint surface defined by the
buffer model. This estimation is based on a very simple physical simulation, with a point
interacting with a non deformable surface determined by the points x respecting f(x)=0. The proxy
location is defined by two values: the haptic device effective position and a virtual location, subject
to the constraint surface. The effective position must to be informed to characterise the collisions in
the virtual environment, but the distance we need to update the buffer model must be estimated

with respect to the proxy position, which is always in the free space, to assure a correct distance
estimation. The distances will always be positive (or null) and no collisions will be missed.
To implement this framework, at each time step of the haptic loop we obtain the haptic
device effective position and we change the proxy position to reduce its distance to the device
effective position subject to the constraint surface.
Generically, this problem can be written as :
Minimise D(x) = ½(x-p)T (x-p) s.t.
f(x) ³ 0
where x is the proxy position and p the device effective position.
Before moving the proxy we must to know if it will collide with the constraint surface. The
collision detection between the proxy and the surface can be simplified when the f function defines
a large surface1. Using f we simply compute the distance between the device position and the
constraint surface. If the distance is positive or zero the device is in the free space and there will not
be collision. The proxy can be moved directly to the device position. If the distance is negative the
device is inside the obstacle. The proxy is moved until it makes contact with the constraint surface
in its linear path towards the device position. At this point it is no longer possible to move directly
to the device position, but it may be still possible to reduce the distance between the proxy and
device positions, keeping the surface contact. The minimisation problem becomes :
Minimise D(x) = ½(x-p)T (x-p) s.t.
(1)
f(x) = 0
Zilles and Salisbury [zilles-94] and Ruspini et al. [ruspini-97] solve this problem using
constraining planes and Lagrange multipliers. We can use the same approach if we introduce a first
order approximation for f, corresponding to a constraint plane tangent to the constraint surface and
going through the proxy position (x=xp) :
 ∂f ( xp) ∂f ( xp) 
dxp = 
Κ

∂
∂x n 
x
1

Introducing the λ multiplier, the Lagrangian for our minimisation problem becomes :

f ' ( x) = dxp T .( x − xp)

1
( x − p ) T .( x − xp) + lf ' ( x)
(2)
2
The new location of the proxy is found by minimising F, setting its n+1 partial derivatives
to 0. We obtain :
∂F
∂f ( xp)
∂F
= ( x − p) + l
=0
= f ' ( x) = 0
∂x
∂x
∂l
F ( x, l ) =

In a matrix form we have :
 I
dxp T


dxp   x   p 
=
0  l  dxp T .xp 

As proposed in [ruspini-99], we can combine these equations and find a solution which is
independent from x : dxpT .dxp.l = dxpT. (p - xp). We can solve this equation for l and use the
result to obtain x = p  dxp. l, which will be the proxy position.
Because we used the first order approximation f, the obtained x position is also an
approximation of the exact position that minimise (1). We can iteratively apply the minimisation of
(2) in order to approach the exact solution.
A large surface can assure that no collisions in the configuration space will be missed. If we use a
more complex surface we will must to use a more sophisticated collision detection algorithm also
1

In the constraint based framework, once the proxy location is determined, the contact forces
estimation becomes easy. Simple impedance control techniques can be used to estimate the forces,
using the given object stiffness. The general form of the forces estimation can be given by the
Hooke's law :
f = k (x - p)
where k is proportional to the local stiffness, x the proxy position and p the device position.
3. Applying the approach to a deformable objects environment
We applied this approach to interface a dynamic simulator of deformable objects to a
desktop 3 dof PHANToM manipulator. The buffer model was implemented in two forms. As a
sphere :

f (u, x) = ( x1 − u1 ) 2 + ( x 2 − u 2 ) 2 + ( x3 − u 3 ) 2 − u 4
where (u1, u2, u3) determine the sphere center and u4 the sphere radius, and as a plane :
x .u + x .u + x .u
f (u, x) = 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 + u 4
u1 + u 2 + u 3
The vector x = [x1 x2 x3] are the probe Cartesian co-ordinates 2 and u = [u1 u2 u3 u4] are
the parameters identified by the model manager.
The obtained haptic rendering is realistic and stable.
Refers to [aulignac-99] to see how we used this approach to implement a haptic virtual
exam of the human thigh.
4. Summary and Conclusions
We presented an approach to implement haptic interfaces based on a buffer model. The
haptic interface is considered as an external module of a VR system. Using this modularised
structure the haptic update rate does not depend on the scene simulation rate. The collision
detection and the contact forces estimation are simplified, and do not depend on the simulation
methods used inside the VR system.
The main advantage of using our approach is to simplify the haptic interface conception,
and to permit to existing VR systems to offer a haptic interface without changing its algorithms.
Even applications having high and/or unstable computational delays, as deformable objects
simulators of and network-based VR systems, can implement a haptic interface using this
approach.
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1.0

Introduction

Network-based force feedback is an important tool in many distributed robotic systems, including
master/slave systems and haptic displays connected to networked virtual reality (VR) simulations. Standard
distributed implementations in applications such as these require that force and kinematic data be transferred over
a communication link between computers. Delays may arise from the finite time required for the transmission and
processing of data. Since delays add phase lag to the signal, this lag limits the effective bandwidth of the closed
loop and may result in an unstable telerobotic or haptic display system. Such instability poses a significant safety
threat because of the relatively large force-generating capability of the hardware.
Currently, force reflecting systems either reduce the total loop gain (which severely limits performance) or
they rely on adding large amounts of damping, with no consideration of formal stability or performance
requirements. These approaches can account for a fixed, known time delay, however, they cannot optimize the
performance in the presence of random and unpredictable time delays. Consequently, the design and fabrication of
telerobots and network-based haptic displays requires the development of control algorithms and software which
guarantee stability and improve the response characteristics in the presence of unstructured and unpredictable time
delays.
To address this issue, Creare Inc., in a Phase II SBIR project for the U.S. Army STRICOM, is developing a
Haptic Display Toolkit which will allow users to easily incorporate haptic devices into network-based force
feedback applications. Two techniques for stabilizing force-feedback in the presence of random time delays are
implemented in this toolkit: Passive Transmission Line Modeling and Haptic Dead Reckoning. Passive
Transmission Line Modeling allows the stable distribution of network-based force feedback. Haptic Dead
Reckoning allows a simple, local environment model to service the real-time needs of the haptic display while
being periodically updated by a more complex and accurate network environment model. Both of these techniques
are described below.
2.0

Passive Transmission Line Modeling

Time delays are a natural property of transmitting power in a continuous medium between two points. An
electrical transmission line is an example of a system which includes time delays and yet is passive. Using wave
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scattering theory [Anderson-89], it can be shown that passive communication can be attained by replacing the
standard communication protocol with the mathematical model of a passive transmission line. Essentially,
stability is maintained by modeling the communication link as a collection of passive objects: i.e. masses and
springs. Therefore, the key to ensuring stability of telerobots and haptic displays in the presence of arbitrarily long
time delays is to construct a communications procedure that mimics a passive transmission line. This
configuration can also be considered lossless, because the transmission line model does not dissipate energy. Thus,
this communication link model will result in lossless, wave-like behavior and reflections will take place at
boundaries which have mismatched impedance. Impedance control [Hogan-88] can be used to match all of the
elements in the system in order to avoid these reflections. Therefore, this method of transmitting data implements
a lossless, passive communication link.
A two-port lossless transmission line has the input-output relationships shown below [Anderson-89]:
fm(t) = fe(t-T) + b (vm(t) - ve(t-T))
ve(t) = vm(t-T) + b-1 (fm(t-T) - fe(t))
where fm is the force applied to the haptic display, fe is the force calculated by the environment, vm is the velocity
of the haptic display, ve is the haptic display velocity as represented in the environment, T is the communication
link time delay, and b is a physical constant that characterizes the transmission line. Taking the z-transform of
this expression, assuming that the environment impedance is controlled to be b (that is, fe(z) = b ve(z)), and then
solving for fm(z) in terms of the other input quantities yields:
fm(z) = b vm(z).
This expression shows that the input impedance of the transmission line is simply the physical constant, b, for all
time delays. The constant, b, is calculated from the effective stiffness and mass of the transmission line and has
the units of damping. Therefore, the transmission line appears to be a simple damper for any time delay.
Performing the same calculation when transmitting kinematic variables (i.e. ve(t) = vm(t-T) and fm(t) = fe(t-T))
results in the following expression:
fm(z) = b z-2T vm(z)
which shows a strong dependence of the impedance on the time delay, T. This means that by implementing the
transmission line input/output relationships, the destabilizing effect of time delays in force reflecting systems (i.e.
the dependence of the communication link impedance on the time delay) is eliminated by implementing the
equivalent of a lossless transmission line.
The parameter, b, in the equations described above, is the characteristic impedance of the transmission line.
For a transmission line implemented with a flexible rod with length L, cross-sectional area A, density ρ, and
Youngs modulus E, the net mass, m, and the net stiffness, k, of the rod can be shown to be:
m = rAL

k=

EA
.
L

The characteristic impedance, b, of the rod can be shown to be:
b= km.
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The transmission delay time may be interpreted as the length of time it takes for a stress wave to travel the
length of the rod, i.e. the length of the rod divided by the wave speed in the continuous medium. The wave speed,
c, is well known to be:
c=

E
.
r

Thus,
T=

L
=
c

L 
=
 EA 

(rAL )

m
.
k

Combining this with the above equations results in the following expressions for m and k:
m = bT
k=

b
.
T

In our applications, the delay time is determined by features of the system beyond our control (i.e. the
physical communication link). Thus, for a constant b, the effective mass and stiffness of the rod vary as the time
delay varies. Short delay times result in a rod that feels light and stiff and long delay times result in a rod that feels
heavy and compliant. This demonstrates how the performance of the system varies as the time delay varies,
however, the stability of the system is still guaranteed.
3.0

Haptic Dead Reckoning

Dead Reckoning is a technique employed by distributed military simulations where a local entity (an
aircraft, for instance) keeps track of the position and orientation of each surrounding entity of interest (all other
aircraft in range, for instance) through the use of a local model. Updated information from the actual surrounding
entities is used to update the local entitys model. This technique is used in order to limit the rate of networked
data; the local entity fills in the gaps between data samples using the local model.
Similarly, we have defined a procedure and implemented supporting code which enables stable networkbased force feedback by employing two models of an environment system: (1) a simplified version of the
environment to meet the high rate local needs of the haptic display, i.e. a model that can be run at 1000 Hz; and (2)
the full system representation which resides in an environment server. Whereas the military dead reckoning model
calculates updated position and orientation, our local haptic dead reckoning model calculates updated force to be
applied to the haptic device. Kinematic information is passed from the local haptic system to the environment
server and the environment server in turn passes updated model parameters back to the local system which are
plugged into the local haptic dead reckoning model. For example, consider an environment whose lowest order
mode is represented by a stiffness term and a damping term. The full environment server receives updated
kinematic information from the local system and uses whatever technique is desired to calculate the new values of
stiffness and damping. These updated parameters are then passed to the local model. Force is only calculated by
the local model, which is called at a 1000 Hz rate to meet the needs of the attached haptic display.
The heart of the dead reckoning technique is the procedure employed by the environment server to develop a
simplified model for use on the local system. This process relies on linearizing the full system model and then
simplifying this linearized model. Linearization and simplification are justifiable because the resulting model need
only be accurate over a short update time interval for calculating a small number of key outputs caused by
changes in a specified set of inputs. For example, the process has been used to develop a very simple model that
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can accurately calculate the effect on force of changes in haptic display position for time intervals greater than 100
milliseconds.
The simplification process consists of the following steps:
1.

Linearization of the system model around the current operating point. For a system of N first-order
ordinary differential equations (ODEs), the result of this calculation is the NxN Jacobian matrix of the
rates-of-change of the states in the full system model.

2.

Calculation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Jacobian matrix.

3.

Diagonalization of the Jacobian using the eigenvectors.

4.

Model-order reduction is then performed on the diagonalized system of ODEs.

5.

Update the simplified model. The preceding steps result in the calculation of a set of coefficients that
define a simplified, linear set of ODEs in time. These coefficients are transmitted to the local system
for use over the following update interval.

The development of the simplified model has proven to be highly effective for cases in which the
linearization process is justified. The only situations in which problems have been encountered are those in which
the character of the system changes dramatically during an update interval, e.g. due to a collision. Where
necessary, such problems can be addressed by various expedients. For example, the linearization procedure can
include an explicit procedure for detecting and dealing with fundamental changes in the model. One way to
accomplish this is to develop a separate linearized system model that is accurate for the post-collision state of the
system and making both models available to the local haptic processor.
4.0

Demonstration Program

A distributed application which employs the PHANToM haptic display and our Haptic Display Toolkit is
provided to demonstrate this technology. The user is presented with a dialog box containing a number of options
when the program starts. In this dialog, the user can choose Passive Transmission Line Modeling or Haptic Dead
Reckoning. In addition, the user can choose an arbitrary amount of communication delay or alternatively choose to
use the default amount of delay present in the network connection between the haptic and environment portions of
the application.
This program uses the freely available ACE communications package (ADAPTIVE
Communication
Environment
developed
at
University
of
California,
Irvine;
see
http://www.cs.wustl.edu/~schmidt/ACE.html). Users are invited to try this demonstration at PUG99 or contact
Creare Inc. for more information. Alternatively, a modified version of this application that demonstrates Passive
Transmission
Line
Modeling
is
available
via
the
SensAble
Technologies
Web
site
(http://www.sensable.com/products/Ghost_Demos/netfeel.htm).
5.0

Conclusions

Creare Inc. is developing a number of network-based force feedback applications, including master/slave
telerobot systems, distributed driving simulations, and HLA (High Level Architecture) applications. We have
demonstrated two methods for achieving stable network-based force feedback: Passive Transmission Line
Modeling and Haptic Dead Reckoning. We have shown the advantages and disadvantages of each method and are
in the process of developing a commercially-available Haptic Display Toolkit based on these technologies.
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Abstract
“knob”

Constraints are an important part of many new interaction techniques. They can be used to simplify input,
reduce degrees of freedom, and eliminate error conditions. Constraints can be part of low-level interactions
or be derived from high-level application-specific rules.
There is a natural synergy between the use of haptics
and the use of constraints in interfaces. Force feedback
can be used to control the interaction so that the user is
either encouraged or obliged to “do the right thing”.
This paper describes the initial design of a C++ class
library that encapsulates some of the essential ingredients for building applications that use haptic constraints.
It describes our early experiences with the library, and
our plans for its future development.

constrained motion

Figure 1: A scrollbar as an example of
constrained motion.

Keywords: haptics, constraints.

interfaces. Force feedback can be used to control the
interaction so that the user is either encouraged or
obliged to “do the right thing”. The haptic display of
seismic data described in [4] created the effect of haptic
constraints using special-purpose rendering techniques.
This paper addresses some of the specific design details
of a more general software library we are developing to
enable programmers to easily construct applications that
use haptically rendered constraints.

1. Introduction

2. Design

Three dimensional multi-sensory virtual environments
provide unparalleled amounts of freedom for users to
explore data and solve difficult design problems. But in a
user interface, sometimes too much freedom can be a
bad thing. Unnecessary degrees of freedom can lead to
confusion, ambiguity, irrelevant decisions, or errors. An
obvious example is trying to solve a 2D problem in 3D,
or a 1D problem in 2D. Consider the scrollbar in
Figure 1. If the “knob” could be moved anywhere on the
page, the interface would be unusable. The sensible
application of constraints is a fundamental principle for
good interaction design [1]. Constraints can be used as
part of low-level interaction techniques (like the motion
of the scrollbar), or can be used to enforce high-level
design rules specified by an application expert.

The Haptic Constraints Library is a C++ class library
that extends the Magma multi-sensory scenegraph API
from ReachIn Technologies [10], which in turn uses the
GHOST API [ 11 ]. A class hierarchy diagram for the
library is shown in Figure 2. A scenegraph is a hierarchical representation of a collection of objects in a scene.
To render the scene, the scenegraph is repeatedly traversed, starting from the root. Traversals accumulate
graphic and haptic rendering instructions from certain
nodes in the graph (the “drawable” nodes). The haptic
rendering instructions are passed to a realtime process
that is responsible for controlling the PHANToM at the
high refresh rate required. The haptic instructions can be
potential or actual surface contacts, or more abstract
instructions called force operators that define an output
force as a function of the device position and other state
information, such as time. Any drawable node in the
scenegraph can generate graphic or haptic rendering
instructions. The starting point for our Haptic Constraints Library was the “PenPusher” class — an
abstract base class for nodes that just do haptic rendering
with force operators. This could be seen as analogous to
the GHOST “gstEffect” or “gstForceField”
classes.

Previous papers have described our Haptic Workbench
configuration [6] and the motivation for using haptics to
enforce design constraints [2]. There is a natural synergy
between the use of haptics and the use of constraints in
1. This work was carried out within the Cooperative Research
Centre for Advanced Computational Systems established under the
Australian Government’s Cooperative Research Centres
Program [8,9].
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PenPusher

ConstrainedProxy

PointConstraint
LineConstraint
PlaneConstraint

BoxConstraint
SphereConstraint
ShapeConstraint
ConeConstraint
CylinderConstraint

CircleOnPlaneConstraint
MAGMA Node

ShapeOnPlaneConstraint
Constraint

RectOnPlaneConstraint

AnyOKOrClosestConstraint
AllOKOrOnlyConstraint
SequentialPipeConstraint
MultiConstraint
IterativePipeConstraint
SwitchConstraint
IntersectSwitchConstraint

TransformConstraint
ModifiedConstraint

SnapToConstraint
SoftenedConstraint

Figure 2:

Class hierarchy for the Haptic Constraints Library.

Our first experiments with constraints were therefore
based on a pure force model, and we implemented examples such as attraction and repulsion from points and line
segments. We encountered several problems with this
approach, particularly with getting stable force behaviour. For example, using a “gravity” model for attraction
to a point (force inversely proportional to distance) creates an unstable region near the point (which is a singularity). A “spring” model (force proportional to distance)
is better, but can still be unstable with large forces. With
respect to implementing constraints with forces, we note
that:

• the PHANToM can only generate a finite amount
of force, so the constraint can always be violated
by an arbitrary amount by a user who pushes hard
enough;
• using large forces to overcome these problems
magnifies any instabilities in the constraint geometry, and can be uncomfortable for the user.
As an alternative approach, we implemented a constrained proxy node. This is essentially the same solution
that is often used for haptic surface rendering [7]. Instead
of using the actual PHANToM device position as the
user’s interaction point, the application uses the position
of a proxy point that is subject to an algorithmically cal-

• a constraint must be violated before any force can
be generated;
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force
magnitude

culated constraint. The proxy will attempt to follow the
tool position, but will not violate the constraint. Springlike forces are used to attract the tool to the proxy position. This architecture ensures that the constraint is satisfied, but can use reasonably small forces (or even no
force) as a form of feedback to the user. Naturally,
graphical feedback can also be used to show the position
of the constrained proxy. Instead of using a linear spring
model, we designed a force curve that allows the user to
smoothly pull away from the proxy position if desired
(Figure 3). This curve prevents large forces from being
generated if an instability in the constraint causes the
proxy to be separated from the current tool position. The
system also “disengages” forces at startup or if the proxy
position jumps a large distance. In the disengaged mode,
only the low background force will be applied. Full
forces are re-engaged when the tool is brought close to
the proxy.

summary, a constraint is defined by a function that looks
at a current point and a request point, and returns a value
indicating one of: the request satisfies the constraint; the
request does not satisfy the constraint, with a projection;
the request does not satisfy the constraint, but projection
has failed. The Constraint base class also provides
some functionality common to all constraints. This
includes enabling and disabling of constraints, and handling some issues to do with constraint coordinate systems.
Our first crop of constraints are based on familiar 3D
geometric primitives — point, line, plane, a set of solid
shapes (box, sphere, cone, cylinder), and some planar
shapes (circle, rectangle), shown in the hierarchy in
Figure 2. The line constraint includes constraining onto a
line, ray or segment, the plane constraint includes constraining above, below or onto the plane, and the solids
include constraining inside, outside or onto the surface.
Each of these constraints poses three problems: how to
parameterise or describe the constraint, how to detect
whether a request satisfies or violates the constraint, and
how to project a violating request to a satisfying point.
The parameterisation problem is familiar from other
kinds of 3D modelling, and we use similar solutions. For
example, a plane is described by an origin and a normal,
a sphere is described by an origin and a radius, and a circle on a plane by origin, normal and radius. Detecting
whether a request satisfies a constraint can usually be
done with a few vector calculations, e.g. for a sphere,
compute the length of the vector from the origin to the
request and compare it with the radius. As mentioned
previously, projections can require more work. Figure 4
shows inward and outward projections for a box. The
inward projection is to the closest point on the surface.
The outward projection doesn’t necessarily use the closest point — the projection is toward the side of the box
that the current point is on, if possible. This stops the
constrained proxy from jumping from one side of the
box to the other when the PHANToM is moved around
inside the box.

snap
suck
background
distance

Figure 3: Force curve for the constrained proxy.

As shown in Figure 2, the constrained proxy is implemented as a scenegraph node, a subclass of the abstract
PenPusher class. The ConstrainedProxy node
has a child node, which is an instance of a subclass of the
abstract base class “Constraint”. This base class
specifies the function interface that is used to define all
constraints. The function interface is defined in terms of
a request point, typically the physical position of the
haptic tool. The simplest interface would be a predicate:
does this request satisfy the constraint or not? We add to
this the notion of a projection: if the request does not satisfy the constraint, what is a “good” replacement point?
Sometimes this will be the closest satisfying point, but
projections are not always that straightforward. We also
allow for the projection to fail, meaning the request does
not satisfy the constraint, but no reasonable replacement
can be found. For some constraints, detecting whether
the constraint has been violated and/or computing a projection requires knowledge of the current point. For
example, a constraint that acts like a surface is concerned
with preventing transitions from one side to the other,
and so must know the current point and the request point
to detect violations. An example of the use of the current
point in computing projections is discussed below. In

request
projection
current
closest

projecting inwards

projecting outwards

Figure 4: Inward and outward projections for a box.
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Figure 5 shows some of the projection options for a
cone. Each has different perceptual properties from the
user’s point of view. The radial and perpendicular projections, for example, have a discontinuity at the centre
of the cone, which the axial projection does not have.
For large and small angle cones, the radial and axial projections (respectively) can be a large distance from the
request point. The choice of the “best” projection is
probably application dependent. The current version
uses the radial projection, because it is consistent with
the radial projection used by the sphere and cylinder.

simultaneously satisfy multiple constraints, but this
could be an interesting area for future work.
Subclasses of ModifiedConstraint modify the
input and output of a single child constraint. Examples
include:
• TransformConstraint: like a Transform
node in a scenegraph, this defines a matrix coordinate transformation through translation, rotation
and scaling.
• SnapToConstraint: activates the child when
the request is close to the constrained point, but
ignores the constraint if the request is far away.

3. Experience
radial

perpendicular

One of the features of the Magma API is its support for
rapid prototyping of demonstrations using a modified
version of VRML ‘97 [12]. This VRML support extends
to user-defined nodes, and so we are able to demonstrate
aspects of the Haptic Constraints Library using simple
scenes that include a selection of the available constraints. We have also developed demonstrations targeting particular interaction techniques, such as constrained
rubberbanding of objects.

axial

Figure 5: Potential projection methods
for a cone.

An application using the Haptic Constraints Library will
often need to achieve specific effects by combining or
modifying the basic constraints. The “MultiConstraint” and “ModifiedConstraint” classes
shown in Figure 2 allow this to happen. There is no single approach to combining constraints that will suit all
situations. MultiConstraint is an abstract base
class that supports different approaches to combining the
results from a set of “child” constraints into a single
result. Some of the specific instances shown in Figure 2
include:

Our initial work on haptic rendering of constraints was
motivated by design problems where experts could provide rules for good and bad design which could be
turned into interaction constraints. One of these problems was the planning of mine access shafts that had to
adhere to strict rules concerning, for example, the gradient of the shaft and the radius of curvature of turns,
because of operating limits of the machinery in use. The
design of the Haptic Constraints Library allowed a demonstration to be constructed component-wise. For example, a gradient constraint without a specific direction can
be implemented with a constraint onto the surface of a
cone. A combined gradient and direction constraint can
be implemented with a ray. A combined gradient and
radius of curvature for a left or right turn is achieved by
combining two planar circle constraints. We have developed a prototype system that shows the potential of this
style of interaction.

• AnyOKOrClosestConstraint: if the request
satisfies any child then it is OK, otherwise the closest of the children’s constrained points is used.
• SequentialPipeConstraint: the request is
fed through a chain of child constraints, with the
constrained result of one becoming the request for
the next.
• IterativePipeConstraint: works like the
SequentialPipeConstraint, but feeds the
result of the final child back to the first child, and
continues until all children agree on a constrained
point, or a time limit is reached.

We have used the constraints library to implement a program demonstrating the use of haptic assistance to a user
sketching in a 3D workspace. The program was based on
the idea of predicting the type of curve the user was
drawing (straight line, circle or spiral) from the initial
part of a stroke, and then constraining to that curve for
the remainder of the stroke. The constraints worked well,
but the prediction mechanism was not effective, and was
replaced with a simple mode selection (more details will

• IntersectSwitchConstraint: a single
child is active at a time, with switching between
active children occurring at intersection points.
The IterativePipeConstraint is the only algorithm we have implemented so far to search for a point to
4

be published in [3]). A different approach to using haptic
constraints in sketching is described by Snibbe et. al. [5].

We are also aiming for increased flexibility and re-usability of constraint detection and projection components,
so that they can be used as general tools for implementing interaction techniques. Naturally, we would also like
to provide computational optimisations, such as concatenating transformation matrices. Another goal is to
reduce the dependence on any particular haptic API, so
that the library can be more easily ported to different
software and hardware configurations.

We have also begun experimenting with using haptic
constraints as a method of enhancing visual presentations of data. One example is constraining the interaction
to a data surface (defined as a toroid) that is also presented visually. This work is still in its early stages, and
it remains to be seen whether this method is more effective than traditional surface rendering.
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Haptic Interaction with Three-Dimensional Bitmapped
Virtual Environments
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Abstract
This paper briefly describes the design and implementation of a system integrating a force-reflecting haptic interface, the PHANToM, with a high-powered computer designed to efficiently compute cellular automata, the CAM-8. The goal was to build a system to allow users to interact with real-time three-dimensional
bitmapped simulations running on the CAM. Such simulations are far more computationally complex than
can currently be computed on the PHANToM host. This system can also provide an intuitive user interface
for manipulating data within CAM simulations.

Background
Computational systems exist that allow large-scale 3D cellular automata systems to be rapidly computed.
In general, these systems are used to simulate physical environments with very limited user interaction.
Using the PHANToM, we can develop methods to allow intuitive human interaction with these large-scale
bitmapped simulations.
Most computer generated virtual environments are constructed from polygonal models of objects. This
limits user interaction with such systems to rules that may not accurately model a physical system. With
advances in technology it has become feasable to work with three-dimensional bitmapped environments,
computed by cellular automata simulations. Systems exist that can iterate a set of rules over a large multidimensional space, primarily for examining physical simulations such as lattice-gas or hydrodynamic models. Interactive user interfaces for real-time manipulation of these existing systems have been lacking.
Force-feedback haptic touch interfaces provide interesting possibilities.

Previous Work
A substantial amount of work has been done in the past on the technologies underlying this research. Physical modeling with discrete spatial-lattice cellular automata models has been studied[margolus-99]. Haptic
interaction with polygon-based computer simulations has been extensively explored, however, haptic interaction with volumetric simulations has not been as well studied.

Approach
Work in the past year has included the design and implementation of a basic system combining a PHANToM haptic interface[massie-94] and the CAM-8 cellular automata machine[margolus-96] to provide a
three-dimensional haptic user interface for real-time simulations running on the CAM. This was a successful demonstration of what can be done with current technology. Given the high (1 kHz) response rate
required for haptic interaction, there were initially problems due to the communication and computation
delays inherent in the system. These were overcome with a novel method for coping with latency that in
effect trades some degree of spatial accuracy of interaction for timely and sharp haptic responses[floyd-99].
This is an acceptable trade-off. If the haptic response is inaccurate, this is eminently noticeable to the
user. Objects feel soft or unwieldy, and in the worst cases violent oscillations may occur. The result of
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spatial inaccuracy, however, is far less noticeable to the user of a haptic interface as long as other forms of
feedback match the haptic feedback. As the user is operating the haptic interface in free space, they have
very little in the way of a frame of spatial reference beyond their own proprioception. For small coordinate
offsets, this effect is not easily perceptible to the user.

Latency Issues
As the PHANToM and the CAM-8 connect to different host computers, the two machines need to exchange
information for the system to work. I first examined the possibility of standard closed loop operation at a
lower response rate. Given Ethernet communications and the speed of the CAM-8, a loop rate of 100 Hz
would not be an unfeasable goal. To determine whether or not this was a viable direction to continue
working towards, the simple “Hello, sphere” program was reimplemented to operate over the network.
Testing revealed serious problems with this model of operation. The environment presented to the
user is of very low fidelity. The stiffness of items in the enviroment is determined by the stiffness of the
haptic interface and the stiffness of the closed servo loop, of which the latter is the limiting factor with
the PHANToM [massie-93]. Additionally, the large delays in force updates could often lead to violent
instabilities in the system.
The same problems this system encountered with communication and computational latency have previously been seen when using force feedback devices for teleoperation. The computational delays are essentially no different from additional communication delays, so the whole system can be likened to timedelayed teleoperation in a virtual environment. Some existing systems have been designed to cope with
delays at least as large as 1 s [niemeyer-96], which is far greater than the expected system latency. A number
of different options were explored, but none of them were found to be suitable, as most made unacceptable
assumptions such as a passive remote environment.

Time vs. Space Tradeoff
To meet system design goals, it was necessary to formulate a new method for coping with latency in virtual
teleoperation. For the kind of high-fidelity force response desired, it is clear that the closed haptic response
loop should not extend beyond the haptic interface host, and should be designed to operate as quickly as
possible based on a local model of the remote virtual environment. By relaxing environmental restrictions
further, we are able to find an acceptable solution to the latency problem.
All of the conventional methods explored make a fundamental assumption about the nature of the
system: There is a direct spatial correspondence between the local and remote environments. That is to
2

say, if there is a wall five inches from the neutral starting position in the remote environment, then the user
will perceive it five inches from the neutral starting position with the haptic interface. Fixed objects in the
remote environment are also fixed in a frame of reference about the haptic interface.
This assumption is understandable when teleoperating in a remote real environment. The slave robot
physically exists in that remote environment, and when it collides with an object it encounters natural
restoring forces that should be communicated back to the master. This is not, however, the case when operating in a virtual environment. The slave robot exists only inside the computer, and does not necessarily
encounter forces unless we choose to compute them, and these forces can be computed without affecting the
state of the environment. It is free to penetrate solid objects and violate the physics of the virtual universe
if we so desire. None of the other similar systems encountered took advantage of these properties.
This understanding allows us to make a simple trade-off of temporal versus spatial accuracy. We are
able to provide a high-fidelity haptic response at the exact time the user penetrates an object in the virtual
environment by relaxing the spatial correspondence between the haptic interface workspace and the virtual
environment.
y

0

a) user approaches
surface

y

x

y

0

x

b) user penetrates surface,
client is notified

0

x

c) client offsets coordinate
system, learns constraint
x < 4

Figure 1: Time/Space Tradeoff
A simple example: Consider that the user is moving unimpeded through free space, and there exists a
solid surface some distance in front of the user (Figure 1a). As the user moves towards the surface, at some
point they will penetrate the surface given the current frame of reference of the haptic interface (Figure 1b).
Some delay length later, the computation server will realize that the user has violated physical constraints of
the environment. In a traditional teleoperation system, it would then compute a force to deliver to the user
which by the time it was delivered would be incorrect, as the user may have moved significantly during
the time it took to compute and communicate this force. Instead, the server tells the haptic client that the
user has penetrated a surface in the environment, and where that collision occured. The client uses this
information to offset the coordinate system the user is operating in so that instead of having significantly
penetrated the surface the user is merely just within it, computes an appropriate force response, and caches
the constraint implicit in the existance of that surface so that forces to impede further progress in that
direction are computed on the client alone (Figure 1c).
In other words, when a user collides with an object in a remote virtual environment, instead of immediately encountering a restoring force they frictionlessly push the coordinate system (and all objects therein)
away from them for the duration of one round-trip delay. After this delay, the haptic client has learned of
the environmental constraints and can provide force feedback as appropriate.
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Conclusions
The currently available hardware puts this project just within the bounds of possibility, where a proof-ofconcept system was feasible and more complex systems will be possible soon. Designing a general purpose
interface to bitmapped simulation is not easy; due to the properties of different simulations it often seems
necessary to tailor the haptic interface to the task at hand. Additionally, the current method for coping with
the large latencies found in the implemented system significantly restrict the realm of simulations that can
be easily interacted with via the haptic interface.
Parallel computers such as the CAM-8 are engines that allow real-time presentation and manipulation
of large amounts of data, such as a three-dimensional bitmapped virtual environment, however they suffer
from the fact that there are few effective ways for a user to directly interact with a simulation. This research
begins to provide interfaces for automata-based simulations that are easily understood and consistent with
the way a user would expect a simulation to behave, based on their real-life haptic experience.
Such interaction may be of use for controlling and analyzing scientific and engineering simulations,
for interacting with 3D bitmapped medical data, and in general for many of the applications for which
direct haptic interaction has been studied and proposed in connection with non-bitmapped virtual reality
simulations.

Future Work
There are a number of directions in which future work on this research could proceed. Currently implemented examples do not make particularly efficient use of the available computational power and should
be expanded to explore more dynamic applications in a variety of fields. The power provided by a nextgeneration parallel computer would greatly expand the scope of simulations accessible to this research.
Expanding the implemented system to include a user interface beyond single point haptic interaction, by
the use of multiple PHANToMs or other more complex interfaces, would also be interesting. Further, some
of the methods devised for coping with communication and computation delays should also be applicable
to conventional force-reflecting teleoperation.
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Abstract: Currently, haptic rendering finds its way from research laboratories to industrial applications where
it has to be integrated in existing, often distributed and heterogeneous systems. CORBA has become the industrial
standard for such tasks. A surgical planning system, developed by our group, will be used to demonstrate possible
solutions for the integration of haptic volume rendering in a legacy system. We will present the advantages of
CORBA over traditional network programming. Based on this application we derived a concept that enables the
testing of the user interface of haptic applications without changing the application. Hence, it shows the flexibility
and extensibility of our approach.
Index Terms: CORBA, distributed systems, haptic volume rendering

1 Introduction
Distributing a haptic application across multiple computers in a network is a commonly used method to:
• fulfill the time constraint calculating the forces
• take advantage of specialized graphic hardware and
• integrate legacy systems.
All previously described distributed haptic applications (e.g. [Seeger 97], [Fritz 96], [Plesniak 96], [Vedula 96])
used an proprietary communication infrastructure to connect the haptic rendering with the visualization processes.
The development of that infrastructure always includes the definition of protocol and message formats, an implementation of addressing and initialization, the marshalling and unmarshalling of data in the appropriate formats,
a demultiplexing of requests, error detecting and recovering strategies [Gullekson 99]. This time consuming and
expensive task is only one prerequisite for a haptic application. The implementation effort is seldom justifiable.
Additionally, the „simple“ message passing between processes does not fit into the higher abstraction level of an
object oriented programming model as offered by GHOST [SensAble 99]. With that, neither inheritance nor
polymorphism can be adequately addressed.
All these drawbacks are already known from industrial applications. In this field, CORBA has been established
over the last years and has become the standard middleware for distributed systems. In this paper, it is shown how
the functionality of CORBA can be used in haptic applications.

2 Haptic Volume Rendering in a Surgical Planning Tool
A surgical planning tool for different tasks in heart, liver and cranio-facial surgery is one project our group is currently working on. This tool is designed to be executed as a plugin of the teleradiology system CHILI® [Evers 99].
It consists of two logically disjunct parts: the user interface and the image processing algorithms. All image processing related functionality is implemented as an independent server which allows multiple clients to share its
resources. The first implementation of this server was realized with a proprietary communication library and used

a RPC based communication model [Mayer 99].

2.1 Redesign with CORBA as middleware
When we decided to integrate a PHANToM as an additionally input device in the surgical planning tool, it turned out
that the haptic rendering has to be done inside the server since it maintains an exclusive copy of the images. These
images are used as model for the force calculation. The size of the data makes an replication inappropriate and would
require an expensive data exchange when performing image processing algorithms. The data were visualized with volume rendering which was also choosen for the haptic rendering. An overview of the entire system is shown in figure 1.
The use of an own communication library has several drawbacks as mentioned in the introduction. Replacing it with
CORBA was one decision when redesigning the server. The first step was to select a CORBA implementation which
fulfills the requirements. In our selection we considered the following implementations: Inprise Visibroker 3.1, Iona
Orbix 2.3, TAO 0.2.46, MICO 2.2.1 and OOC ORBacus 3.1. We have chosen ORBacus [OOC 99] for our project
because of the availability of source code, the support for all our platforms with their native compilers, the single and
multithreaded version, the excellent support from OOC and the free license for non-commercial use. The new
implementation of the image processing server was tested on Solaris SPARC/Intel, Linux, Irix and Windows NT
whereby the haptic rendering is currently supported only on the last two platforms.

haptic rendering
image
volume visualization
image
image processing
image processing

CORBA
visualization

image processing server

CHILI®

Fig. 1: Overview of the structure of the surgical planning tool

2.2 Results of the redesign
The use of CORBA has simplified the implementation of the image processing server. The previous implementation
consist of 3100 lines of code (communication library and image processing algorithms not included). For the new version only 2550 lines of code were needed, although the number of accessible image processing functions increased
from 1 to 80 and the haptic rendering was added. A clearer structure will make maintenance and extensions easier.
Performance issues play an important role in haptic applications. The time needed to call a method with 16 double
values as parameters and returning a long value (transmission of rotation matrix and acknowledge receive) is between
0.5 and 2.2 msec. The times were measured on a ordinary loaded 100BASE-T ethernet network. They are depending
mostly on the performance of the used hardware.
The use of the image processing server was much simplified after using CORBA. The developers of the graphical
user interface do not need to deal any further with network programming. They can access the whole functionality of
image processing and haptic rendering as if they were implemented in the same process. Additionally, all concepts of
object-oriented programming can be used on client side with fully integration of the server.
With this implementation, it is possible that multiple clients can retrieve all information from the haptic rendering
process using an standardized interface. Such a feature can be helpful in surgical training or for testing a new user
interface. Each client has to pull all state transitions of the server process. Depending on the number of clients, this
can lead to an remarkable load on the server where the requests have to be processed. This may consume large
amounts of computing power which will not be available for the haptic rendering and eventually stopping the process.
A solution to this problem is the event model presented in the next section.

3 Event Model
For some tasks, e.g. psychophysical experiments or testing the usability of an application, it is necessary to log all of
the user‘s actions for an further evaluation or to observe the user solving a problem. For that, there are two approaches
using the previously described implementation.
The first approach would require a modification of the implementation of the haptic rendering process. The server is
responsible to write all interesting information to disk. Testing several alternatives require a change in all
implementations which is clearly an expensive solution.
The second solution implements a logging process which polls the server permanently for state transitions. With that,
no changes in the server are necessary but an avoidable load of the network occurs.

3.1 Implementing the Event Model
To avoid these drawbacks, the Event Service, one of the Common Object Services specified by the OMG can be used.
The central concept of the Event Service is the event channel which decouples the communication between objects. It
defines two roles for objects: supplier and consumer role. The supplier produces event data and the consumer processes
it [OMG 99a]. In our scenario, the server is the supplier of events. The user interface and the logging process are consumers.
However, implementing this concept with the current GHOST version (2.1) seems to be complicated. The generation
of events may depend only on actions in the haptic rendering loop. But GHOST requires an explicit call of
gstScene::updateGraphics() or gstScene::updateEvents() in the application loop. Only these methods
invoke the appropriate callbacks [SensAble 99, p. 2-26] to transmit data to the event channel. A possible solution
might be the introduction of a „helper“-object that will permanently call one of the methods (see fig. 2).
Beside GHOST, other libraries exist for haptic rendering. The Magma framework [ReachIn 99a] is based on an
internal field network. The field network can be set to perform calculations on incoming and outgoing values as well
as passing messages and data. This extremely powerful feature allows a seamless incorporation of the event channel
[ReachIn 99b] in the application.
control

haptic rendering

client
position/orientation
button pressed, etc.
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event channel
client

gstScene::updateEvents()

helper

dataflow

Fig. 2: The use of an event channel to transmit state changes from the haptic rendering process

3.2 Testing a haptic application
Based on the event channel concept, the configuration of a system for testing the usability of a haptic application is
shown in fig. 3. The haptic application has not to be changed for this purpose.
The testing is done through additional modules which were connected to the haptic application via the event channel
or may access it directly through its CORBA interface. Beside a logging facility, any module may be connected with
the system. An observer of the experiment may have different views to the proband‘s application (Graphic) and may
change parameters of the system during runtime (Controller). Such interferences may also be automated. A different
behaviour can be simulated with an appropriate model (Model). The simple reuse of the test modules is possible
because of their generality.
This abstraction is highly generic and its use is not restricted for the specified case.
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Fig. 3: Modules in an environment for testing haptic applications

3.3 Notification Service
A further enhancement of this concept can be accomplished by replacing the event channel from the Event Service
with the extended version of the Notification Service [OMG 99b] when first implementations will be available. This
will allow a more precise adaptation of the event flow by event filtering and the setting of quality of service levels.
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Abstract
We explore a novel design system for fabricating various three-dimensional structures by arbitrarily
transforming the clay object within a virtual reality environment. The setup consists of a personal computer,
PHANToM haptic devices, and a rapid prototyping system.
The virtual object is deformed plastically, with the necessary calculations computed in real time, while
haptic rendering is provided concurrently with the PHANToMs. This gives the designer the ability to push and to
mark as if we touch clay directly by fingers. Finally, the deformed object can be realized using a rapid
prototyping (RP) system.
I.

1. Introduction
Within glassware and pottery industries, it has become more important for the customer to be able to

visualize the final design before the actual manufacture. Also, customers want to get the originally designed
object that he and she can satisfy. With this in mind, we are developing a virtual reality (VR)-based design
system, inside which the user can manipulate clay in a VR environment any way he and she so desires.

CAD, RP

Virtual Clay Objects
Stereoscopic
Vision Display

Personal
Computer

Virtual Fingers

Finger
Position

Working
Reaction Force

Finger Sack Type
Positioning and
Force Feedback Device
Controller

Figure 1 Schematic illustration and photograph of the system.

Recently, studies of haptic interaction with an object surface have matured rapidly and have attracted much
attention within the PHANToM community [C. Tarr-97, K. Hirota-98]. This is because the PHANToM provides
a high spatial resolution and faithful force fidelity for users. In this study, we choose to work the real-time plastic
deformation on a modern Intel PC, which now has a performance comparable to a UNIX workstation.
2. Implementation
The design system we are developing consists of a personal computer (PC), a stereo display and two
PHANToM haptic devices as shown in Fig. 1. A rapid prototyping (RP) system is also connected to this system
via a local network. The PC is of a high-end type (Pentium 300 MHz ×2, Windows NT) with a graphics
accelerator card. The PHANToMs read in the finger positions, and the reaction force is calculated via the
software development kit GHOST.
3. Results and Discussion
We simulated the action of pushing and hence deforming a three-dimensional (3D) virtual object. As
shown in Fig. 2, the object surface is made up of a mesh of triangular polygons, where vertex nodes are
connected via polygon edges. The deformation algorithm entails a mass-spring-dashpot model, whereby each
vertex node has a mass, and a parallel arrangement of a spring and a damper is inserted onto each polygon edge.
Such a model is usually named the Voigt model [D. K. Felbeck-96]. As for a thin object, corresponding vertex
nodes on opposing surfaces are also connected in addition. The stiffness of the object could be altered by
changing the spring constant.

A-surface

B-surface

force

polygon

node

spring
damper

Figure 2

Three-dimensional plastic deformation using mass-spring-dashpot model.

We prepared a cup-shaped cylinder in the virtual environment as an initial object (Fig. 3). The white ball
represents the position of the finger. When the finger touched the inside or the outside surface of the cylinder,
deformation was carried out in real time such that what the user touched would always be the continuously
deforming cylinder, as we would expect in the real physical world. It should be noted that the deformation was
not in an absolute plastic mode but in a quasi-plastic mode. The volume of the clay object became slightly
smaller while deforming. This resembles the behavior in actual clay pottery making where the density of clay
object is increased. We therefore think that this deformation model is suitable for deforming clay objects.

Figure 3

The virtual clay cylinder before (right) and after deformation (left).

Finally, the polygon mesh of the object can be used in CAD and rapid prototyping (RP) systems. We
realized the object designed using a RP system, by saving the shape of the object in a STL (STereoLithography)
file and sending it to a RP system via the local network. Figure 4 shows the shape of deformed object (left) and
the realized product (right).

Figure 4

The shape of deformed object (left) and its RP result (right).

4. Summary
A virtual clay object is molded using the plastic deformation model proposed in this study. Plastic
deformation of the object is computed in real time so that the haptic rendering process can be executed in parallel
on the latest deformed contour. This enables the designer to receive the same tactile sensation as that of touching
real clay by finger. Finally, a real object of the desired deformed shape is directly realized using a RP system.
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Abstract
We describe the design and progress towards implementation of a haptic-based interface for mobility training. This
system will provide the user with information about the site to be visited, such as names of businesses, types and
locations of doors, and types of traffic control devices.

Statement of Problem
For a blind person or someone with low vision, the thought of travelling alone to a new city can be daunting. We
have designed and have begun implementation of a prototype for using the PHANToM and sound to present a
model of a portion of a city to give pre-trip. We have chosen a one-block section of downtown Morgantown, West
Virginia, for our prototype. We chose this particular block because the county court house is in that block, set back
from the street about 75 feet from other buildings.

Information to be Presented to User
We are using a digital camera to photograph facades of buildings and the Canoma software package to construct 3-D
models of the buildings. The user interface will use the regular keys of the keyboard used by the left hand of a touch
typist, the PHANToM (operated by the right hand), and sound. The user will use the PHANToM to explore the
street by pushing the stylus along the front of buildings. At each store front the user can be told the name and/or
address of the business and optionally additional information about the business. At each door, information will be
available on how the door opens, on the left or right, and by pushing or pulling. Optionally the user may enter the
length of pace and have steps counted aloud while moving along the street. At each intersection information on the
kind of traffic control device will also be provided.

User Interface Design
This section describes the design of our system, which is in the process of being built.
Our user interface uses both the senses of touch and sound, and, optionally for debugging and demonstrations, sight.
The user controls the system via the PHANToM (using the right hand) and the left side of the computer keyboard
(using the left hand). The system responds via tactile feedback using the PHANToM and pre-recorded messages.
The user traverses the model by moving the tip of the PHANToM along the modeled sidewalk. Artificial ridges in
the sidewalk indicate the boundary between two buildings and between the sidewalk and a cross street. Such ridges
also are added to the facades of buildings to indicate the presence of doors.
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Using the left hand on the computer keyboard the user has easy access to 15 letter keys. These keys control various
options of the system.
When the appropriate options are selected the user hears:
when in front of a building, the name of the current building, a list of the various businesses in that building
(important in the case of buildings with offices and shops on floors above the ground floor)
when touching the door of a building, whether the door is hinged on the left or right edge, and whether it
opens inward or outward
the distance from the more recently visited end of the current block to the current location, in feet and,
optionally, in number of steps
when at an intersection, the nature of the traffic control device and, where relevant, information on how to
activate it

The system also will display visibly our model of the block and a 2-D map of the downtown area with a “you are
here” indication. Toggling between these two views and rotation of the 3-D model are controlled by the number
keys on the left side of the keyboard.

Building the 3-d Models
We began the project by taking a series of photographs of the High Street business district. Because of the
narrowness of the street and the height of the buildings, we were unable to capture the entire façade of an individual
building in one photograph. Instead we typically took six photographs of each building to cover the entire front.
Because each of these photos was taken at a different angle or from a different location, we then used Photoshop to
combine the series of images of a single building into one image of the entire façade (and context) of that building.
Next we used Canoma to construct a 3-d model of the exterior of each building. We exported these models from
Canoma in VRML and then imported the VRML building models into 3D Studio Max. Using 3D Studio Max we
created the terrain, sometimes flat and sometimes sloping, and placed each building model onto the terrain. From
3D Studio Max we then exported a single VRML model of the portion of the downtown business district of interest
to us.

Experience with the PHANToM
We acquired two PHANToM systems in summer 1999. One of these is connected to the Onyx computer which
powers our ImmersaDesk. The other is attached to a Pentium-based system running Windows NT. In these first
few months of using the PHANToMs West Virginia Virtual Environments Laboratory members have done several
small projects.
(1) In June 1999 we built two VRML objects, one of a teapot and one of a maze, and asked users to identify these
models by touch, using the PHANToM.
(2) We have attempted to port a VRML model of a DNA molecule to the PHANToM system using Haptic Viewer,
but this software often fails to load the model or crashes when presented with a fairly large or complex VRML
model.
(3) One of us has built a model of a small atom using calls to OpenGL and has incorporated sight, sound, and
haptics into the model. The model presents to the user information about the probability density function for an
electron.
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In related work, another lab member this summer wrote a small C program consisting primarily of calls to the World
Tool Kit library with the Immersive Display Option which allows us to display and interact with VRML models on
our ImmersaDesk. We use this program to display and manipulate the DNA molecule mentioned above.
Building on these experiences we are in the early stage of writing a World Tool Kit (without IDO) + GHOST
application which will display our VRML model of High Street visually on the computer monitor and allow us to
interact with the model via the computer keyboard and the PHANToM. This application will incorporate the user
interface described earlier in this paper.

Future Direction
We continue work on implementation of the system described here.
This fall we expect to buy a Cyrax 3-D scanner for the laboratory. This system should greatly simplify the task of
constructing VRML (or other format) models of a street scene.
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1 Introduction
Objects being rendered by the PHANToM can often be thought of as structures that, in the real world, would
vibrate when struck to produce sounds. We have implemented a system that triggers impact sounds when
the PHANToM strikes the objects it is rendering. To create the sounds, we use a modal analysis framework
put forth by Van den Doel and Pai [1]. The sound is determined by the structure’s natural frequencies,
mode shapes, and location of impact. For certain objects of simple shape, an equation of motion can be
written and solved analytically. However, for irregular shapes, we find the vibration using the Finite Element
Method. We have embedded this rendering system in MATLAB for Windows using ActiveX technology.
By connecting the PHANToM with MATLAB, we provide an environment in which the user can quickly
and easily create haptic renderings of data.

2 Related Work
When an object moves, it causes the air around it to move. The ear senses this air movement and we perceive
the sensation as sound. Van den Doel and Pai [1] developed a method for synthesizing impact sounds using
the equation of motion,
2
(A , c12 @t@ 2 )(x; t) = F (x; t):

(1)

Here, (x; t) represents the deviation from equilibrium of a surface defined on some region S , A is a selfadjoint differential operator under the boundary conditions on @ S , and c is a constant to be determined by
the material being considered. If the external force, F (x; t) is set to zero, the solution to (1) can be written
as
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where the coefficients ai and bi are determined by the inital conditions. The !i ’s derive from the eigenvalues of the operator A under the specified boundary conditions, and the i (x)’s are the corresponding
eigenfunctions (modes). To model the response from impact at a point p, the initial conditions can be set
as (x; 0) = 0 and 0 (x; 0) =  (x , p). Assuming the eigenfunctions are normalized, Van den Doel and
Pai argue that a reasonable model of the resulting sound wave can be computed as a sum of sine waves with
frequencies, !i and amplitudes given by

aSi = constant  !i(p) ;
i

(3)

where the constant takes into account factors such as energy of impact and distance of the listener from the
object. The key here is that the relative amplitudes of the sine waves vary according to the values of the
eigenfunctions at the impact location. Therefore, the sound will change depending on where the user strikes
the object. Finally, the sine waves should be scaled by decaying exponentials to represent damping.
1

3 The Finite Element Method
When the object being modeled is irregularly shaped, we may not be able to find it’s natural frequencies
and eigenfunctions analytically. To approximate the solution, the Finite Element Method (FEM) subdivides
the object into a number of simpler elements [2]. If the load-displacement relations for a single element are
derived in matrix form, it is possible to combine the equations of all the elements into a single system of
equations.
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Figure 1: Beam Element
An example of a commonly used element is the beam element shown in Fig. 1. The endpoints of the
beam are the nodes and the transverse displacements, v1 ,v2 , and the slopes, 1 ,2 , are the nodal variables.
Between the endpoints, the transverse displacement, v , is found by polynomial interpolation as v (x) =
c0 + c1 x + c2 x2 + c3 x3 . If the constants, ci , are expressed in terms of the nodal variables, v (x) can be
written as
v (x) = H1 (x)v1 + H2 (x)1 + H3 (x)v2 + H4 (x)2
(4)
where the Hi are known as shape functions. A matrix equation of motion can be written for the element in
terms of the nodal variables as
Me d e + Ke de = Fe
(5)

 e is its second derivative with
where de = [v1 1 v2 2 ]T is the displacement vector for the element, and d
e
e
respect to time. M is the element mass matrix, K is the element stiffness matrix, and Fe is the vector
of forces and moments at the nodes. Utilizing Galerkin’s weighted residual method to develop the finite
element formulation [3], the mass and stiffness matrices are found as
Z l
e
[H ]T [H ]dx, where [H ] = [H1 H2 H3 H4 ]
M =
(6)
0
Z l
00
00
00
00
T
Ke =
[B ] EI [B ]dx, where [B ] = [H1 H2 H3 H4 ]:
(7)
0

In (6) and (7), , E , and I are the mass density, Young’s Modulus, and moment of inertia, respectively, and
l is the length of the beam element. The double prime in (7) denotes the second derivative with respect to x.
Once the equations are established for the individual elements of the structure, they can be assembled
into the global system of equations as illustrated below:
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(8)

Wherever the element matrices overlap, the coefficients are added. These overlapping positions correspond
to nodes that are shared by different elements. The same rule applies for the overlapping external load
vectors. Note that, to reduce notational complexity, we have ignored any coordinate transformations that
may be needed between the local and global coordinate systems. The assembled equations can then be
written compactly as
Md + Kd = F
(9)

where d is a vector containing all the nodal variables. If we set F = f0g we can solve for the free vibrations
to obtain

d(t) =

X
n

i=1

ai sin(!i t) + bi cos(!i t))i

(10)

where the i ’s are the eigenvectors, and the !i ’s are the natural frequencies. The eigenvectors contain
the mode shapes in terms of the discrete nodal variables. If we wish to find a mode shape along any
given element, we can substitute the appropriate nodal values from the eigenvector into (4) to obtain the
interpolated mode shape. Note that coordinate transformations from global to local coordinates may be
necessary. Since we now have the interpolated mode shapes and the set of natural frequencies, we have all
the required information to calculate the sound amplitudes from (3).

4 Implementation
To perform the Finite Element computations, we use MATLAB equipped with the CALFEM toolbox [4].
Upon obtaining the eigenfunctions and eigenfrequencies, various points along the surface are chosen for
generating a matrix of impact sounds. In order to trigger the sounds using the PHANToM, a Microsoft
Visual C++ program using the GHOST development toolkit is created. The GHOST program accepts a
matrix of heights to be rendered as a haptic trimesh. In addition, the program accepts the matrix of impact
sound data associated with locations on the trimesh. Using the Windows multimedia timer, the PHANToM
event callback mechanism is updated as frequently as possible ( 1–20 ms). When the PHANToM touches
the trimesh, the appropriate sound is determined based on impact location and played using the Windows
audio functions.
To connect between MATLAB and the C++ program, we make use of ActiveX technology. This technology allows a program to be compiled as a Windows control that can be embedded in another ActiveXsupporting application such as MATLAB. Using ActiveX, data can be transferred between MATLAB and the
C++ program. In addition, the control appears in a MATLAB figure window as if part of the MATLAB environment. Thus, the user can generate a matrix of data in MATLAB and then bring up a haptic/graphic/sound
rendering with a single command.

5 Results
Here we present two structures modeled with the FEM. The first is a simply supported beam which has
boundary conditions of zero displacement at the ends but allows changes in the slope. The beam’s material
properties are set according to measured values for steel which are  = 7800 kg/m and E = 20  1010
N/m [5]. The beam has a thickness of h = 0:5 cm. The length of the beam was varied until it’s lowest
frequency was 880 Hz which corresponds to the note A5. This is one of the lowest notes on a glockenspiel.
The length of the beam turned out to be 11:42 cm which seems reasonable. For the FEM model, we use
41 frame elements. A frame element is the same as the beam element discussed earlier, but it has an added
nodal variable which accounts for displacements along the x-axis of the element. The mode shapes and
time/frequency plots for impact sounds are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Notice that the first mode is maximum
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Figure 3: Tim/Frequency plots for beam
at the center and decreases with increased closeness to the edge. Comparing Fig. 3 (a) and (b), we see the
differences in relative strength of the frequency components depending on impact location. Striking near
the center excites the low frequency more than striking near the ege. The opposite is true for some of the
high frequencies.
The second structure is also made of frame elements but is bent into an irregular shape. The material
properties, thickness, width, horizontal span, and boundary conditions are the same as those for the first
example. Figure 4 shows the mode shapes and natural frequencies. We observe that the frequencies are not
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Figure 4: Mode shapes (solid) and original shape (dashed) for an irregular frame structure
as far apart as those of the flat beam. As with the previous example, the fundamental mode is stronger near
the center and weaker near the edge. However, it does not decrease evenly. Rather, it is strong in the center,
very weak slightly left of center, strong again as you move further to the left, and weak at the very edge.
This is different from the monotonic decrease in strength from center to edge of the flat beam. Figure 5
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Figure 5: Time/Frequency plots for impact with irregular frame
shows time/frequency plots for the irregular structure.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
A haptic and sound rendering program has been created which can be embedded in the MATLAB environment. Aural feedback in the form of physically-modeled impact sounds has been successfully integrated
with the PHANToM haptic interface. The sounds provide the user with information about the location of
impact and the structural features of the object being touched. How much information these sounds convey
and how useful they are for virtual environments are important subjects for future work. The structural
sounds may help to increase information bandwidth when the PHANToM is used for scientific visualization
applications [6].
Currently, only frame finite elements have been implemented. These are only useful for narrow objects.
To create sounds for the haptic trimesh surfaces, the plate finite element should be implemented. Furthermore, our everyday sound-producing interactions are not limited to impacts but include contact sounds such
as scraping. Thus, the physical model should be generalized to an arbitrary excitation, and the implementation should make more use of the dynamics involved in the haptic interaction.
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1. Introduction
One of the most important attributes of a haptic device such as the PHANToM is its
usability. However a haptic device by itself has neither good nor bad usability. Rather, usability
is determined by the relationship between a task and an interface, which includes the haptic
device as one hardware component of an integrated hardware and software system. It is the
interface that is usable (or not) for a given task. How might we evaluate the usability of a haptic
interface?
We argue that we must begin to incorporate more complete and integrated levels of human
perception into haptic interface assessment. Previous work on haptic devices has used
psychophysical protocols (for example Tan, 1997; von der Heyde & Häger-Ross, 1998), which
focus on the device alone or on the device together with a highly stylized interface. While these
methods exercise important aspects of device usability, particularly its resolution along a given
haptic dimension, we believe that other crucial aspects of usability can only be understood using
protocols that test the interaction techniques of an interface. Interaction techniques are the most
basic operations that still exercise the interface as a whole: the input devices, the graphics output,
and the haptics output.
We begin the paper by considering the task of haptic object recognition, which is best
described in terms of hand gestures. Hand gestures are supported or inhibited by the interaction
techniques of an interface, and so we consider interaction techniques next. We develop this into
a framework for evaluating a haptic interface in terms of its interaction techniques. Finally, we
apply that framework to make performance predictions for a common PHANToM interface.
2. Factors determining speed of haptic object recognition
Usability is evaluated with respect to a specific task. What tasks might we use for
evaluating haptic interfaces? Psychophysical protocols emphasize the task of measuring
intensity along some perceptual dimension, such as roughness or sphere size. However, this says
nothing about such important tasks as object recognition. In daily life, this can be performed
exclusively with haptics (locating an object in a dark room), or in combination with vision.
Object recognition also requires the apprehension of the attributes of an object, an important
haptic task in its own right. Understanding the factors determining the speed of haptic object
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recognition in the physical world will give us a basis for predicting the usability of interaction
techniques for object recognition (and object attribute apprehension) in virtual environments.
The factors determining the speed of haptic object recognition have been extensively
studied. There are three key factors: the number of different attributes apprehended
simultaneously, the number of fingers used to apprehend those attributes, and the gestures used
to apprehend the attributes. Klatzky, Loomis, Lederman, Wake, and Fujita (1993) studied the
first two factors. With respect to the number of fingers used, they found that it took seven times
longer for blindfolded participants to recognize an object using just a single, gloved finger than
using unrestricted exploration with their hands. They concluded that the participants using a
single finger took so much longer because they had to construct a model of the object’s shape
over time (temporal integration), whereas using both hands they could directly perceive overall
object shape in a single gesture (spatial integration).
Klatzky et al. (1993) also found that access to fewer object attributes reduced speed of
recognition: participants took 1.5 to 2 times as long to recognize an object while wearing gloves
versus when their bare fingertips could directly touch the object. This demonstrates the
importance of material properties (including thermal cues and texture) in object recognition.
Factor analysis showed that material properties were most important when the participants could
only touch the object with a single finger.
Another research program (summarized in Lederman & Klatzky, 1996) demonstrated that
the patterns of hand movement used by participants in object recognition experiments were also
crucial determinants of the speed and accuracy of objects recognition. Lederman and Klatzky
found that participants used specific, stereotyped hand movements, each associated with the
apprehension of one or more haptic attributes, such as hardness, texture, or weight. They named
these movements exploratory procedures (EP). They found two classes of such procedures:
optimal procedures, for very accurate apprehension of a single attribute, and broad procedures,
for coarse but rapid apprehension of several attributes. They concluded that rapid object
recognition is a two-stage process, beginning with a broad EP to quickly categorize the object,
followed by an optimal EP to precisely identify the object. We will consider the implications of
this for the usability of the PHANToM in section 4.
3. Evaluating haptic interfaces using interaction techniques
In the physical realm, gestures are the medium through which exploratory procedures are
performed. Gestures have an indirect relationship to EPs. They enable one or more EPs to be
performed but do not always constitute an EP. For example, someone may grasp a ball not to
perform an enclosure EP but simply to reorient it in a new direction. Some gestures, such as
grasp-and-lift, combine multiple compatible EPs.
In haptic interfaces, interaction techniques are the medium for EPs. An interaction
technique (IT) is a procedure for accomplishing a fundamental task in a user interface.
Examples of interaction techniques include:
•

dragging a file icon to move it from one folder to another

•

selecting a command from a menu using a mouse

•

selecting a command by using a command key

•

scrolling down by dragging the scrollbar
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•

scrolling down by pressing the “page down” key

•

determining an object’s shape by running the PHANToM along its contours

Note that interfaces may offer several interaction techniques to accomplish the same task.
An interaction technique is unitary—all its component steps are required to accomplish the
task—and elementary—it has no subsidiary steps that can be used on their own. Interaction
techniques potentially use the entire interface: all input and output devices may be used in a
coordinated manner.
In contrast to the physical environment, the designed nature of interaction techniques
requires that the interface designer directly account for the relationship between ITs and EPs.
The user of a haptic interface is restricted to whatever ITs the system designer included. If the
repertoire of ITs does not support a specific EP, the EP simply cannot be performed. For
example, with a single point force device such as the PHANToM, there is no way to contact an
object at multiple points, so the enclosure EP (wrapping the hand around an object to apprehend
its approximate shape) must be replaced by the contour following EP (running the PHANToM
cursor around the contours of the object). If the attribute optimally apprehended by that EP can
instead only be apprehended by other EPs less specific to that attribute, the effective resolution
of that attribute is reduced. Continuing the example, since the contour following EP uses
temporal integration rather than spatial integration and so is far slower than the enclosure EP,
shape recognition will be less effective. The restriction is more stringent if the missing EP is the
only one capable of apprehending an attribute: the attribute cannot be rendered in any
meaningful way by the system at all.
The enabling role of interaction techniques shifts our attention from the device to the
interface. Although at the psychophysical level the ability of a haptic device to display a given
property is an inherent result of its mechanical and electrical structure, at the cognitive level the
ability of the device to render a given attribute is a result of the design of the entire interface.
We cannot speak of whether a device can render a given attribute, but can only speak of whether
an interface can render that attribute—because the ITs of the interface enable the EPs, and it is
the EPs that allow an attribute to be apprehended or not. Furthermore, the speed of the
interaction technique determines the speed of the EP.
This suggests an approach for analyzing usability of haptic interfaces. We argue that usability
must be analyzed at a higher level than simply hardware display capabilities. Usability is affected by
the relationships between the cognitive aspects of haptic perception, the various senses and motor
systems, and the task the user is performing. We cannot discuss the usability of a haptic device alone,
but can only discuss it in terms of that device working within a given configuration of graphics
hardware and software, input devices, haptic algorithms, and interaction techniques. The fundamental
principle of this research is that the usability of a haptic interface is determined by how well its
constituent parts work together. Usability is a property of the interface as a whole, not an individual
hardware or software component.
Interaction techniques are the lowest level of interaction that tests the whole interface. They are
shared within whole classes of applications, so usability predictions for ITs are widely applicable.
Finally, there is strong a priori reason to believe they affect usability: The interaction techniques
supported by an interface can facilitate or hinder the use of each EP, in turn making the corresponding
haptic property more or less perceptible.
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4. Example evaluation: Haptic interfaces in point force environments
The above framework can be applied to any specific haptic interface, or even to a single
hardware configuration that might be used for any number of different haptic interfaces. As an
example, we analyze several interaction techniques for a hardware configuration that is expected
to be widely used in commercial environments: the PHANToM with a monoscopic (i.e., nonstereoscopic) graphics display. This style of interface is used for the FreeForm haptic sculpting
program, as well as in many other 3-D modeling and CAD programs.
One of the most important tasks for these applications is determining the shape of an object.
Three ITs are available for accomplishing this task: a haptics-only IT, running the PHANToM
along the contours of the object without looking at the object at all (either because the object
isn’t being displayed or because the user is looking elsewhere); a graphics-only IT, looking at
the object, perhaps reorienting its position, but not touching it; and an IT combining graphics and
haptics, both looking at the object and running the PHANToM along its contours. We consider
in turn the likely performance of each of these ITs.
We can make some predictions about the performance of the haptics-only IT based upon the
studies of object recognition described in Section 2. The object recognition task used in those
studies includes object shape recognition as an important subcomponent. The Klatzky et al.
(1993) study demonstrated the importance of using multiple fingers to spatially integrate shape
information. The PHANToM, a point force device, requires the user to perform temporal
integration of shape information, a much slower process. Second, Lederman and Klatzky (1996)
showed that rapid object recognition requires the ability to perform broad EPs, procedures that
perform rapid, coarse discriminations of several attributes simultaneously. Broad EPs invariably
involve spatial integration, which the PHANToM cannot provide. These results strongly suggest
that the haptics-only IT will be a slow and unreliable means of determining object shape.
The low predicted performance of the PHANToM for haptic object recognition suggests that
vision will be essential in haptic interfaces using the PHANToM. But will it be sufficient by
itself? In the physical world, vision is superlative for apprehending object geometry, and sighted
participants rely on it exclusively, ignoring haptics for that task. However, vision may be less
effective in the virtual environments we are considering here, because important depth cues are
missing. There is no stereoscopic display, no interobject shadowing, no texture on the object,
and no environmental reflections. In such an environment, while vision may well be ultimately
effective in apprehending shape, it will be probably be considerably slower than for a physical
object of corresponding complexity.
Finally, we consider the combined graphics and haptics IT. We suspect that the addition of
haptic contour following will at least partly compensate for the reduced depth cues and produce
an IT that is faster than vision alone—and far faster than haptics alone. As admittedly anecdotal
evidence for this claim, we point out that users of FreeForm, which provides both haptic and
visual display of the object being created, apparently have a better feel (pun intended!) for the
shape of their objects than users of graphics-only modeling programs.
We emphasize that the above predictions cannot be made on the basis of psychophysical
arguments. Simple considerations of the psychophysics of vision and haptics would tell us
nothing about the unavailability of broad exploratory procedures, and little about the
interrelationship between the two senses. Interface research has tended to treat the senses as
additive, as though adding haptics to an interface has no effect on the performance of vision.
This is obviously untrue. In our example, the whole interface will probably be more effective
4

than the sum of its constituent senses. An important contribution of evaluating an interface
through its interaction techniques is to explicitly consider intersensory interactions.
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Abstract

The emerging field of haptics represents a fundamental change in human-computer interaction (HCI), and
presents solutions to problems that are difficult or impossible to solve with a two-dimensional, mouse-based
interface. To take advantage of the potential of haptics, however, innovative interaction techniques and
programming environments are needed. This paper describes FGB (FLIGHT GHUI Builder), a programming tool
that can be used to create an application specific graphical and haptic user interface (GHUI). FGB is itself a
graphical and haptic user interface with which a programmer can intuitively create and manipulate components of a
GHUI in real time in a graphical environment through the use of a haptic device. The programmer can create a
GHUI without writing any programming code. After a user interface is created, FGB writes the appropriate
programming code to a file, using the FLIGHT API, to recreate what the programmer created in the FGB interface.
FGB saves programming time and increases productivity because a programmer can see the end result as it is
created, and FGB does much of the programming itself. Interestingly, as FGB was created, it was used to help build
itself. The further FGB was in its development, the more easily and quickly it could be used to create additional
functionality and improve its own design. As a finished product, FGB can be used to recreate itself in much less
time than it originally required, and with much less programming. This paper describes FGBs GHUI components,
the techniques used in the interface, how the output code is created, where programming additions and modifications
should be placed, and how it can be compared to and integrated with existing APIs such as MFC and Visual C++,
OpenGL, and GHOST.

I.

Introduction

A significant bottleneck in productivity for the use of 3D computer generated environments is the relatively
poor interface between the user and the computer. While 3D computer graphics and 3D applications have become
much more complicated, interfaces to these 3D environments have remained consistent for decades. To unlock the
potential of todays computers, advanced Human-Computer Interface (HCI) techniques are needed. There have been
several recent thresholds that allow a new, fundamental shift in the ways that people interact with computers.
Graphics cards, for example, have reached prices and rendering capabilities where personal computers can
effectively utilize 3D graphics. One of the most important thresholds, however, is the ability to use our sense of
touch in computer environments, which will be a critical element of future interfaces.
As with any computer technology, both software and hardware must be developed in parallel to make the
technology effective. The dramatic improvements in haptics hardware are now being followed by more advanced
research in haptics software. This paper describes FGB, a programming tool that can be used to accelerate haptics
software development and research. FGB, a graphical and haptic interface itself, can help a programmer quickly
create an application specific interface that utilizes 3D graphics, haptics, and 3D (HRTF) sound. It contains a variety
of components such as buttons, sliders, text boxes, etc. that can be used to create an interface. These objects, and the
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3D windows that contain them, called control modules, are easily manipulated in the FGB GHUI without any need
for programming. A programmer can create an interface in an intuitive way by creating and modifying components
using techniques that mimic real life. Objects can be moved directly with all six degrees of freedom, and the
programmer can immediately see the end result of the GHUI as it is created. FGB then outputs appropriate code that
can be compiled to create the specified GHUI.
A developer working in FGB, for example, can click and drag the cursor to create a 3D window containing
objects needed in an application. If a developer desires a button, it can be created and named, and can then be
directly positioned and sized within the 3D window on any wall, or even in the air. The button can be set to call a
callback when it is pushed in any direction. Any modifications are handled through the FGB GHUI, which has all of
the options available for any selected object. These options can be modified directly with the cursor or through text
input boxes. The system therefore represents an efficient tool that can be used to quickly create a user interface that
a programmer can use as a front end to haptic applications.
The code that is output uses the FLIGHT Application Programming Interface (API). FLIGHT is a
development environment that was created for rapid haptic application development [2]. It is both a user interface
and a programming interface. FLIGHT uses a craft metaphor in which a user can navigate the craft through a virtual
space, utilize 3D tools, and interact with a 3D control panel and user interface. FGB is a tool that aids in
programming within the FLIGHT development environment.

II.

GHUI Components

There are several components currently available that can be used in creating a GHUI. These include
control modules, buttons, sliders, button panels, text, text input boxes, force callbacks, graphics callbacks, and
removal callbacks. The objects and their descriptions are given in Table 1. All of the objects given in Table 1 can be
sized, scaled, positioned, and otherwise modified to fit the needs of the application while still maintaining a
consistency in developed interfaces.
Control Modules

Buttons
Sliders

Button Panels

Text
Text Input Boxes

Control Modules are windows that are analogous to the common 2D windows metaphor,
except that they are three-dimensional. They can be moved and scaled at any time by a user.
They contain the objects listed below, in any configuration, and are the base element to create
a FLIGHT GHUI. The control module walls can be made to disappear while they still contain
objects or callbacks, so any of the objects below can appear to be a standalone object. Control
Modules can be moved to any domain in an application. For example, they can be used within
the control panel (in the craft metaphor) or near the application specific data.
Buttons are components that are similar to their real-life counterparts. When they are pushed,
a user can feel them click. They can be attached to walls, can be set to move in any direction,
and have a callback associated with each movement direction that is enabled.
Sliders are also analogous to their real-life counterparts, except that they are more flexible.
They can be pushed along any axis and therefore can control three-dimensional variables
directly (for example, a 3D slider can control the RGB components of color). Sliders can be
set to control any variable and can be automatically adjusted by the system in real time if that
variable changes elsewhere in the code.
As their name suggests, button panels are two-dimensional panels of buttons. There is a
callback associated with a button panel that receives the number of a button if it is activated
and another one that receives the number of a button if it is deactivated. The buttons can be
activated and/or deactivated depending on the following button panel modes:
CM_BP_TOUCH: While a button is pressed, it is on. Otherwise it is off.
CM_BP_TOGGLE: When a button is pressed, it toggles on or off.
CM_BP_ ONE: Exactly one button is always active in the button panel.
CM_BP_MAX_ONE: At most one button is on, but the active button can be turned off.
This is a text object in the control module. Text (and text input boxes below) can be sized,
scaled, colored, and positioned.
This is a text input object in the control module. These objects can be set to return ints, floats,
or character strings. They are two-dimensional, however, they can be positioned anywhere in
3D space. To activate them, a user touches the text input box and a flashing cursor appears
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indicating that it is active. The tab key can be used to move between text input boxes.
Force Callbacks
Force callbacks are called during each cycle of the haptics programming loop within
FLIGHT. They can be made to be called only when the cursor is in the vicinity of the control
module if desired. A control module can have multiple force callbacks in any order.
Graphics Callbacks Graphics callbacks are called during each cycle of the graphics loop within FLIGHT. They
can be made to be called for the control panel or world interaction modes in FLIGHT. A
control module can have multiple graphics callbacks in any order.
Removal Callbacks A removal callback is called when a control module is deleted.
Table 1: GHUI Components.
Objects can be created in any or all domains (i.e. an object can be seen but not felt, or it can exist in the
graphics, haptics, and sound domains). All of the properties for the objects can be changed while the application is
running. For example, if a button is only applicable in certain situations, it can be programmed to appear or
disappear appropriately. There are a number of other components that will be available in the next release of
FLIGHT and FGB. Several of these are toolbars, wizard components, and tabs for different uses within a single
control module.

III.

FGB Techniques

When a programmer starts FGB, the base control module appears. It can be used to create a new control
module, modify an existing one, and add components into a control module. When a control module is selected or
created, its attributes can be modified directly with the cursor or through text input boxes. A powerful feature of
FGB is that it can modify any of FLIGHTs existing control modules. If, for example, there is a control module
already built that is similar to one that is desired, it can be highlighted and modified, and then the new programming
code for it can be written to a file.

Figure 1: This figure shows FGB in use. A user has created a 3D window and is using the output wizard to
output the programming code. The wizard is prompting the user for additional information needed
to create the output file.
Through the base control module in FGB, any number of objects can be added to or deleted from a control
module. When an object is added or selected, another of FGBs control modules appears to adjust the parameters.
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Objects can also be positioned, sized, or scaled directly with the cursor, or can be adjusted through text input boxes.
Whenever an object is highlighted, all of its available options are given in the FGB Objects Control Module.
After a control module is created and its objects are in place, a user can generate the code through the
output wizard as shown in Figure 1. The output wizard leads a user through an intuitive process of gathering any
additional information that is needed to output the code. For example, the output wizard makes suggestions for
variable names that the control module code will use, and allows the user the option of changing any of those names
or variables. The final step in the output wizard saves the programming code for the active control module. Before
the code is saved, the wizard makes sure all the necessary information has been entered and that there are no
discrepancies. If there are any errors, an error message appears and the user is taken directly to the step in the wizard
where the error occurred. A control modules programming code is output to a modular C++ file, which is ready to
be compiled without any further modifications. The file contains the callbacks that were created for any of the
GHUIs components, where additional programming code can be added to describe the componentsfunctionality.
After an application specific GHUI is created, it can be incorporated into other applications or APIs
through FLIGHTs programming interface. FLIGHT has three primary functions that are used to incorporate it into
other applications: an initialization callback, a graphics callback, and a haptics callback. The initialization callback
sets up memory for process communications and initializes the system. The graphics callback is called each cycle of
an OpenGL based graphics loop. At the lowest level, the haptics callback simply receives a devices position and
outputs a force based on that position. Because of this simple programming interface for integrating FLIGHT into
existing applications, FGB represents a tool that can be used to create interfaces for a variety of applications. For
example, FLIGHT was easily integrated into the GHOST Application Programming Interface. FGB can therefore be
used as a tool to create haptic interfaces for GHOST based applications.

IV.

Conclusions

There are a number of two dimensional graphical interface builders such as Microsofts Visual C++
software. These tools are comparable to FGB in some ways, in that they represent an intuitive way to create
interfaces that can be viewed as they are created. There are a number of differences, however. Primarily, FGB was
built around haptics. Haptics is a tightly coupled component in FGB, which is an important aspect of any haptics
software as it is often difficult to simply integrate haptics into applications that were not specifically designed for the
need of a high speed (approximately 1000 Hz) interaction loop. Additionally, FGB is entirely three-dimensional and
allows direct 3D manipulation. This is essential to both creating and using 3D interfaces where the mouse is often
ineffective. A 3D interface is useful to prevent the need for alternating between using the mouse and using the haptic
device when working with a 3D application.
As an initial note on the successful use of FGB, it was used to help create itself as it was built. Intuitively, it
was expected that an interface such as FGB would be as useful for 3D, haptics based applications as comparable 2D
graphical interface builders are for 2D interfaces. It was unexpected, however, that it would be as useful as it was in
its own creation. As added functionality was incorporated into FGB, it was easier to create other new control
modules that added further functionality. As a finished product, FGB could recreate itself in less than a quarter of
the time and effort.
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Haptic Vector Fields for Animation Motion Control
Bruce Randall Donald and Frederick Henle∗
Dartmouth Computer Science Department
Abstract

derpinnings of this work devolve to the theory of vector ﬁelds and dynamical systems, developed in robotics and control theory. However, their use in the context of animation authoring is novel and requires some
extension.

We are developing paradigms and algorithms for
browsing and editing families of animations using a
haptic force-feedback device called a Phantom. These
techniques may be generalized to navigation of any
high degree-of-freedom system from a lower degreeof-freedom control space, with applications to telerobotics and simulation of virtual humans. We believe
that modeling the animation conﬁguration space coupled with the highly interactive nature of the Phantom
provides us with useful and intuitive means of control.
We have implemented our ideas in a system for the
manipulation of animation motion capture data; in
particular, anthropomorphic ﬁgures with 57 degrees
of freedom are controlled by the user in real time. We
treat trajectories, which encode animation, as ﬁrstclass objects; haptic manipulation of these trajectories
results in change to the animation. We have several
haptic editing modes in which these trajectories are
either haptically deformed or performed by the user with expressive control subject to dynamic haptic
constraints. The initial trajectories are given by sample animations (for example, motion capture data) but
may be authored by other means.

1

2

How Can Haptic Vector Fields Control Animations?

The state of an animation is encoded as a point in
its conﬁguration space. A continuous animation or animation segment is encoded as a continuous trajectory
in the conﬁguration space. Since the animation and
the trajectory are equivalent, we may alter the trajectory and derive a new animation from the altered
trajectory. However, it is diﬃcult to work in such a
high-dimensional conﬁguration space directly, so we
provide a mapping from a lower-dimensional control
space to the conﬁguration space, and manipulate trajectories in the control space.
The control space is deﬁned by the degrees of
freedom of the Phantom. The user interacts with
the Phantom by manipulating a pen-like appendage
(called a “stylus”). It has six degrees of freedom, three
for the position of the tip of the stylus and three for
its orientation. There is also a switch on the stylus
which may be used like a mouse button, e.g. to click
and drag.
Thus, a trajectory in the control space is represented visually (in a two-dimensional projection on the
computer monitor) and haptically (through the Phantom) as a continuous path in three dimensions. We
have provided several techniques for editing existing
trajectories, and as this is done the user can see the
eﬀect on the animation in real time.

Introduction

In our system, a parametric family of animations
is encoded by a bundle of trajectories. This bundle in turn deﬁnes a time-varying, higher-order vector
ﬁeld (HOVF) on a conﬁguration space for the animation. A haptic input device (a Phantom) provides a
low-dimensional parameterization of the resulting dynamical system, and the haptic force feedback permits browsing and editing of the space of animations,
by allowing the user to experience the vector ﬁeld as
physical forces.
In order to encode a family of animations in this
manner, a number of representational problems must
be solved. The mathematical and computational un-

2.1

Mathematical Model

We call the conﬁguration space D, with a point in
D representing one “frame” of the animation.1 For
example, in this paper we take D to represent the
1 In

practice, the time domain will be discretized or sampled.
We follow [5] in our terminology for sampling: “An animation

∗ {brd,henle}@cs.dartmouth.edu
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set of possible joint angles [13] for an articulated human ﬁgure. A control map is established so that the
Phantom’s degrees of freedom control the animation.
This is done by constructing a mapping h : C −→ D
where C is the control space representing the six input degrees of freedom of the Phantom (in our case,
C = SE (3), the Special Euclidean group of rigid body
motions in 3D). We take as input a smooth trajectory2
ϕ1 : I −→ C. Here ϕ1 represents an entire animation
“clip,” because the mapping h ◦ ϕ1 deﬁnes an animation “frame” for each point t in I. Note that ϕ1 trivially deﬁnes a vector ﬁeld along its image ϕ1 (I), namely
the ﬁeld of tangent velocity vectors (ϕ1 (t), ϕ̇1 (t)); see
Fig. 1.

merely relaxes her grip it will trace the default trajectory autonomously. Thus, any deviations from the
default trajectory are the result of an expressive act of
will on the part of the user, and not simply an inability
to trace with a steady hand. In order to accomplish
this, we need to embed a vector ﬁeld in the control
space and express the ﬁeld as Phantom forces.
We deﬁne a small tube of radius ε about the image
of ϕ1 , and extend the vector ﬁeld to this tube in the
following manner. The ﬁeld has a radial and a tangential component. The radial component Y1 points
towards the center of the tube, where ϕ1 (I) lies. The
tangential component X1 near ϕ1 (t) lies parallel to
ϕ̇1 (t). Both components decrease in magnitude with
distance from the tube center. In fact, the radial component also vanishes at the trajectory, so that we avoid
a force discontinuity. The sum V1 = X1 + Y1 of the
radial and tangential components deﬁnes a dynamical
system on C that may be viewed as a “river,” pulling
conﬁgurations into and along a central attracting ﬂow
deﬁned by the animation. This vector ﬁeld deﬁnes
not only the ﬂow of the animation, but also a force
function, parameterized by the position in C of the
Phantom; this ﬁeld is experienced by the user as haptic forces. Finally, when h is injective, the vector ﬁeld
on C may be “pushed forward” using h∗ , the derivative (or Jacobian) of h, to the conﬁguration space D.
See Fig. 1.
Now, the vector ﬁeld in the ε-tube about ϕ1 (I) deﬁnes a dynamical system on the haptic control space
C, linked via the haptic control map h to the animation conﬁguration space D. To play back an animation, the Phantom is positioned in space and allowed
to travel along with the vector ﬁeld. Mathematically,
the resulting trajectory is obtained by ordinary integration of the vector ﬁeld from a starting conﬁguration. During this traversal, the haptic control map h
deﬁnes an animation “frame” for every conﬁguration
in the resulting trajectory; sequential display of these
frames results in an animation. Hence as the Phantom
moves in the vector ﬁeld, an animation plays (Fig. 4).
Stretchy Tubes mode: During playback, the
user-supplied forces deﬁne another vector ﬁeld, U .
During interactive modiﬁcation, the new family of animations can be represented by the sum of V1 and the
user-supplied force ﬁeld U . We can record the combined vector ﬁeld U +V1 as a stored representation for
the new animation system. See Fig. 2.
We have experimented with a few diﬀerent techniques for direct manipulation of such systems, using
haptic browsing and force ﬁelds. For example, suppose we are given a set of trajectories ϕ1 , ϕ2 , . . . deﬁn-

The haptic vector ﬁeld V1 is deﬁned on haptic control space C. The haptic map h maps from C to the animation
space D.

Figure 1:

2.2

Vector Fields for Haptics

Follow mode: We have developed several haptic
modes. Let us begin by describing one of the simplest
ones. We take as input a default trajectory, corresponding to a default animation. We ask the user
to perform a similar trajectory by tracing the default
one, and we use a haptic vector ﬁeld to make this task
easier–in fact, when the user releases the Phantom or
system should have a sampling rate that is decoupled from the
nominal ‘frame rate’ of the ﬁnal product. We will speak of
‘frames’ at the sample rate without intending any loss of generality.”
2 Here I represents time, parameterized to the unit interval [0, 1]. In general, of course, animations could take diﬀerent
amounts of time. For cyclic animations (e.g. walking, running,
hopping), time is viewed as circular (parameterized by the unit
1
circle S ) and cyclic animations are represented by mappings
1
S −→ C

2

A sample animation is encoded as a trajectory ϕ1 ,
which induces a vector ﬁeld V1 about its image in C (see Fig. 1).
During playback in Follow mode, the Phantom’s manipulandum by default follows the ﬂow of V1 , therefore tracing out ϕ1 .
Here, the user alters the trajectory by exerting physical forces
(the force ﬁeld U ) on the Phantom. This results in an edited
trajectory ϕ1 , which is an integral curve of the edited dynamical system V1 + U . ϕ1 represents a new path for the Phantom;
given a haptic map h : C −→ D, h ◦ ϕ1 encodes the edited
animation.

Figure 2:

Figure 3:

Our system takes as input several motion capture ﬁles. Here one is red, and depicts an angry ﬁgure making a few derisive one-armed gestures. The second is blue,
and depicts a ﬁgure cheering with both arms. Next, we deﬁne a composite ﬁgure whose lower half is taken entirely from
the red example but whose upper half ranges between red
and blue examples according to the parameter of interpolation. To see detailed ﬁgures and animations for this paper,
visit http://www.cs.dartmouth.edu/~henle/PUG99/

tal work in haptics and force-feedback [15, 4, 6, 20] has
allowed devices such as the Phantom to be integrated
with computer graphics. Most of this work is targeted for scientiﬁc visualization, or for the combined
visual-haptic display of complex virtual-reality environments. Control systems and abstractions in this
work have been important in building our haptic system. Vector ﬁelds have been widely used in robot control [11, 12, 17, 16, 3], and these mathematical foundations were inﬂuential in our system design. Nonholonomic control and HOVFs were developed in the
context of control for non-linear geometric dynamics,
and have a wide range of applications [1, 13, 2, 9, 14].
There have been a number of elegant papers on processing motion data [5, 21] multi-target motion interpolation [18], real-time control of virtual humans [10],
retargeting of motion [7], motion transitions [19], and
constraint-based motion adaptation [8]. Inspired by
this work, we employ very simple forms of interpolation and motion processing in order to demonstrate
the power of haptic vector ﬁelds for animation motion
control. We believe that in the future, sophisticated
motion processing, interpolation, and retargeting algorithms will be integrated with haptics for direct manipulation of trajectory bundles, and for haptic browsing of an animation’s dynamical systems using vector
force ﬁelds. Our paper represents a ﬁrst step towards
realizing that goal.

ing example animations. It is possible to build virtual
tubes around the images of these trajectories in haptic control space, and to directly manipulate the tubes.
These tubes may be treated as a set of springy ﬁbers in
a virtual 3-D space. We can manifest these tubes both
visually and haptically as virtual objects. The Phantom can then be used to push, pull, or manipulate a
folded trajectory, and thereby change the animation.
During the direct manipulation, the tube haptically
appears rubbery and resistant to motion (“stretchy”).
See Fig. 4. For example, the manipulandum can virtually approach a trajectory tube, grab it, stretch it,
and move it to a new position. Simultaneously, the
user views the corresponding animation playing, while
the point ϕi (t) in conﬁguration space (representing the
animation) is seen to move along the virtual tube. Deformation of the tube changes the trajectory from ϕi
to ϕi and therefore the animation changes from h ◦ ϕi
to h ◦ ϕi .

3

Previous Work

Few techniques use haptics to browse and edit the
dynamical system of an animation through direct manipulation. The encoding and editing of such systems
as palpable vector ﬁelds appears to be novel. Previous
research falls into a few broad categories. Fundamen3

The Stretchy Tubes and Follow paradigms. The animation is in approximately the same frame in each screenshot.
Note the green arrow indicating the force vector from the Phantom cursor in the stretch and follow pictures. Left: before stretch.
Center: after stretch. Right: Follow phase using result of stretch. The Left and Center frames show Stretchy Tubes phase of
editing the trajectory, using the inputs in Fig. 3.

Figure 4:
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We have connected two Phantoms as a telerobotic system for use in research on remote
manipulation. In this abstract we describe the hardware and software configuration of the system,
which provides exceptionally good force feedback without the use of a force sensor. To quantify
this capability, we present experimental measurements of forces at the remote robot using only
position information and carefully calibrated gains.
System Description
Both Phantoms are the Classic 1.5 model. The operator moves the master Phantom with the
stylus to control the motion of the other Phantom, which acts as a remote robotic manipulator. A
simple, lightweight pneumatic gripper has been added to the remote Phantom to enable grasping
of objects. The gripper is attached directly to the Phantom linkages in place of the gimbal,
creating in a 3 degree-of-freedom robot manipulator.
Motion of the slave robot and force feedback to the operator are both generated by a symmetrical
position controller. This control method avoids the need for a force sensor on the remote
manipulator. The position of the master is used as the position command to the remote robot,
which servos to this position using a conventional proportional-derivative controller
Fi remote = K pi ( X imaster − X iremote ) + K vi ( X&imaster − X&iremote )
Fi master =− Fi remote , i = {x, y, x}
where Xi and Fi are the ith components of the tip position and force (i = x, y, z), and Kpi and Kvi
are the proportional and derivative gain components. The position of the remote robot is likewise
used as the master position command, using the same control law with master and remote terms
interchanged. The resulting force applied to the operator by the master is the same as the above
expression with reversed sign.

The feedback gains were tuned to balance force fidelity with stability, resulting in values of
Kp = [0.5, 1, 0.5] and Kv = [0.0001, 0.001, 0.0005]. The system was programmed using the
BASIC I/O subroutine library. The usual Phantom control loop runs at approximately 1 kHz,
which proved inadequate for teleoperation purposes. We thus increase this rate to approximately
10 kHz by modifying the servo loop callback routine.

Force Measurement Experiment
Although only position and velocity signals are used in the controller, the system provides
surprisingly high-fidelity force feedback to the operator. Subjectively, the system produces some
of the best force feedback of any telemanipulation system. To quantify this performance, we
measured the systems ability to measure forces at the remote robot gripper.
Two blocks with masses of 160 and then 80 grams were grasped in the remote robot gripper,
lifted a few inches above the table, and replaced (Figure 1). During the experiment the robot
positions and velocities, and the forces computed by the controller using the equation above,
were recorded 50 Hz. As with forces measured directly by a force sensor, the recorded signals
contained significant noise, so these signals were low-pass filtered using a 4th order Butterworth
filter. Analysis of the power spectral density of the signals suggested that a cut off frequency
between 3 and 10 Hz would preserve the essential force information.

Figure 1. Force signals from lifting 160 and 80 g blocks.
Each block mass was estimated during the time the signal exceeded a 0.2 N threshold as
t1

mass =

∑
t =t0

F y (t )
g

(t1 − t o + 1)

where Fy is the vertical component of the force signal, (t0,t1) is the time interval when the signal
exceeded the threshold, and g is the acceleration of gravity. The resulting estimates are
summarized in Table 1, which shows that the measured forces are accurate to within a few
percent.

Actual Mass
Estimated Mass
Error
160 g
154.2 g
3.6%
80 g
75.6 g
5.5%
Table 1. Mass estimate results.
Applications
This system is used in a project aimed at automatically identifying the properties of objects as
they are manipulated in a remote environment (Debus, Dupont, and Howe 1999). Such a system
can assist operators by providing quantitative information about the properties of remote objects;
at present, we have developed algorithms for estimating weight, size, shape, stiffness, and
friction. Applications include assisting in the disposal of unexploded ordinance and remediation
of hazardous waste dumps. In addition, the information collected in real teleoperated
manipulation tasks can be used to generate a virtual environment model of the task, which may
then be used for operator training and critical procedure rehearsal (Dupont, Schulteis, Millman,
and Howe 1999).
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1 Introduction
Collision detection and distance computation are important for a number of engineering applications including dynamic simulation, tolerance verification, object manipulation, motion planning and control. Numerous algorithms and
techniques have been proposed. (See a recent survey [LG98].) In order to meet the stringent requirement of haptic
rendering, new algorithms and specialized system implementation need to be developed to substain KHz haptic update
rates on complex models. This requires improving the state of the art in contact determination by at least an order of
magnitude.
In this paper, we present a general and extensible algorithmic framework for fast and accurate contact determination for haptic display of complex geometric models. Our ultimate goal is to support a wide range of force feedback
devices. Given a model, we pre-compute a hybrid hierarchical representation, utilizing both spatial partitioning and
bounding volume hierarchy. At run time, we use hybrid hierarchical representations and exploit frame-to-frame coherence for fast proximity queries. We further discuss technical issues involved and propose approaches to improve the
overall system performance. An initial prototype system has been implemented and interfaced with a 3-dof PHANToM
arm and its haptic toolkit, GHOST, and applied to a number of models. As compared to the commercial implementation, we are able to achieve up to 20 times speedup in our experiments and sustain update rates over 1000Hz on a
400MHz Pentium II.
Based on our prototype implementation “H-Collide”, we develop an intuitive 3D interface for interactively editing
and painting a 3D polygonal mesh using a 3-dof PHANToM. An artist or a designer can use this system to create
a multi-resolution polygonal mesh, further refine it by multi-resolution modeling techniques or enhance its look by
painting colors and textures on it. The system allows the user to naturally create complex forms by a sense of touch
and to freely interact with the design space without specification of rigorous mathematics.

2 Our Approaches
In this section, we briefly examine the requirements of general haptic rendering systems and then highlight our approaches to the problem of contact determination for haptic display.
 Supported in part by NSF grants EIA-9806027, DMI-9900157, and IIS-9821067 and Intel.
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2.1 System Requirements
Any contact determination algorithm or system for haptic rendering should be able to address the following requirements for smooth interaction in virtual prototyping and engineering design: (1) scalable performance on large complex
model, (2) unstructured models that may deform over time due to forces or manipulation, (3) multiple contacts and
close proximity, (4) extensibility and generality.
These requirements imply that the algorithms need to have the following characteristics: (1) the runtime should be
independent of the model complexity, (2) it should work well on dynamic scenes, in addition to static environments,
(3) it should be able to handle contacts rapidly and accurately to generate realistic forces for haptic interaction, (4) the
data structure and the algorithmic framework should be appicable to a wide range of haptic devices and applications.

2.2 An Extensible Design Framework
Based on the problem characteristics and the system requirements, we propose a general design framework, which
specializes many earlier algorithms for haptic interaction in virtual prototyping of mechanical and structural design.
This framework utilizes:

 Spatial Decomposition: It decomposes the workspace into regions (e.g. coarse-grain uniform grid cells, adaptive grids, etc.), implemented as a hash table to efficiently deal with large storage requirements. At runtime, the
algorithm quickly finds the region(s) containing the volume swept out by the probe or the bounding volumes of
the moving objects, and thereby the “region(s) of potential contacts”.
 Adaptive, Embedded Bounding Volume Hierarchy: For each region containing some primitives of the objects in the simulated environment, we pre-compute a corresponding bounding volume hierarchy (based on
OBB’s, SSV’s [LGLM99], K-DoP’s, Spherical Shells, or others) for that region and store the pointer to the
associated bounding volume hierarchy using a hash table for performing constant-time proximity queries. Each
hierarchy is an embedded node of the bounding volume hierarchy of the entire model. At run-time, most of the
computation time is spent in finding collisions between a bounding volume and the path swept out by the tip
of the probe or between a pair of bounding volumes. To optimize this query, we have developed specialized
and fast overlap tests that take very few arithmetic operations. This embedded hierarchical representation is
adaptively modified for deformations due to external forces or haptic manipulation.
 Temporal and Spatial Coherence: The algorithm exploits temporal and spatial coherence by caching the
contact geometry from the previous step to perform incremental computations.
After pre-processing, the on-line computation consists of three phases. In the first phase, it identifies “the region(s)
of potential contacts” by determining which region(s) are touched by the probe path or the bounding volumes of the
objects, using the precomputed look-up table. This allows the algorithm to quickly eliminate many levels of tree
traversal by zooming in directly to the portions of subtrees that correspond to the regions of close proximity. In the
second phase, it traverses down the bounding volume hierarchies using associated nodes of the region(s) of potential
contacts, to rapidly determine if collisions have occurred using the specialized fast overlap test. In the third phase, if
the contacts occur, it computes the (projected) surface contact point(s). If contacts occurred in the previous frame, we
exploit temporal and spatial coherence by caching the previous pair of contact witnesses to initialize the queries and
computation.

2

2.3 Other Optimizations
In addition to the overall framework, we also need to conduct further investigations to extend and generalize this
design framework for more challenging scenarios, including handling surface-surface contacts at KHz rate. There are
several algorithmic issues that remain to be addressed: (a) computation of optimal hierarchies, (b) intelligent choice
of bounding volumes, (c) specialized overlap tests for spline surface primitives, and (d) more efficient handling of
deformable models. Due to the space limitation, we will not go into details about each issue.

3 Implementation and Results
We are currently working on extending the design framework with a 6-DoF haptic device. However, we have implemented many of the algorithms described and developed a prototype system using a 3-DoF force feedback arm. In this
section, we briefly describe the initial results we have achieved to indicate the potential of the proposed approaches.

3.1 Prototype Implementation Using a 3-DoF PHANToM Arm
Using on the design framework described in Section 2.2, we have implemented a preliminary version of the algorithms
described earlier. For comparison, we have implemented adaptive grids, our hybrid approach and an algorithm using
only OBBTrees and the specialized overlap test. We have applied them to a wide range of models of varying sizes
(from 5,000 polygons to over 80,000 polygons as shown at http://www.cs.unc.edu/˜geom/HCollide/model.pdf). Their
performance varies based on the models, the configuration of the probe relative to the model, and machine configuration (e.g. cache and memory size). Our hybrid approach results in a factor of 2-20 speed improvement as compared to
a native GHOST method.

3.2 Further Enhancement
In addition to the early prototyping system based on our design framework, H-Collide, we also investigated some of
the technical issues addressed in Section 2.
Hierarchy Construction: We have implemented a combinational hierarchy construction scheme that uses both the
top-down splitting and “tiling” of the polygons. In our implementation, we observed a significant speed up (more than
two order of magnitude) when using hierarchies of spheres. However, we did not observe similar performance gain
for OBBTrees.
Adaptive, Hybrid Hierarchies: We have implemented a software framework for performing contact determination
based on hybrid hierarchies consisting of a family of swept sphere volumes [LGLM99]. The desired BV types are
specified either at run time or computed statically offline. We observe some modest performance gain only in some
cases and have not been able to reach any conclusion regarding the appropriate selection mechanism.
Specialized Overlap Tests: We also have implemented a specialized overlap test between two OBB’s with SIMD
instruction sets. We were able to obtain an average speed-up factor of 2-3. We plan to implement a specialized overlap
test between two higher-order bounding volumes for splines/NURBS models. We believe that a SIMD or mini-parallel
implementation can provide similar performance gain as well.
Local Deformation: The adaptive hybrid hierarchy was able to handle local deformation, while substaining the KHz
update rate. Based on our prototype system implementation of H-COLLIDE [GLGT99], we developed an interactive
multiresolution modeling and 3D painting system using a haptic interface, called inTouch [GEL99], which we will
describe next.
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3.3 inTouch
inTouch is an interactive multiresolution modeling and 3D painting system with a haptic interface. An artist or a
designer can use inTouch to create and refine a three-dimensional multiresolution polygonal mesh. Its appearance can
be further enhanced by directly painting onto its surface. The system allows users to naturally create complex forms
and patterns not only aided by visual feedback but also by their sense of touch.
We chose subdivision surfaces as the underlying geometric representation for our system. This representation
enables the user to perform global shape design and multiresolution editing with ease, allows the users to trade off
fidelity for speed, and operates on simple triangular meshes. In addition, our system also offers 3D painting capability
on arbitrary polygonal meshes with the haptic stylus as an “electronic paintbrush”. The contact information output by
H-Collide is used for both model editing and painting.
To deform and shape the model interactively, the user simply chooses the edit level (resolution) and attaches the
probe to the surface. The real-time haptic display is rendered using GHOST and H-Collide. The deformation update
process uses the force vector currently being displayed by the PHANToM to move the current surface point at the
selected edit level. These geometric changes are then propagated up according to subdivision rules to the highest
level of the mesh. The changes are sent across the network to the client application which maintains an identical
multiresolution data structure so that it can perform the same operation to update the graphical display. Once the
highest level mesh has been modified, the H-Collide and graphical data structures need to be updated to reflect the
change. A local deformation algorithm is used to merge the changed triangles with the triangles that were not changed
in the H-Collide data structure. The graphical output subsystem also receives the update and proceeds to modify the
display lists corresponding to the changed triangles and redraw the screen.
As for 3D painting, H-Collide is used to establish the contact point of the probe with the surface of the object.
The probe is then used as a virtual paintbrush with the user’s preferred brush size, color, and falloff. The brush size is
stretched relative to the amount of force being applied by the stylus, in a manner similar to real painting. Please refer
to [GEL99] for more details about the design and implementation of inTouch.

4 Ongoing and Future Work
We are currently working on extending the design framework to support a 6-DoF PHANToM 1.5 to manipulate CAD
models, nano-structures and flexible surfaces that may deform due to manipulation. Our ultimate goal is to support
haptic interaction with complex CAD models for virtual prototyping and engineering design. We plan to continue
extending our current algorithmic framework to general haptic devices and to design new hierarchy construction
methods for allowing even faster local modification of surfaces, and to work on seamless integration of algorithmic
techniques and data structures.
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Abstract
In this paper, we investigate methods for enabling a human operator and an automatic motion planner to cooperatively solve a
motion planning query. Our work is motivated by our experience that automatic motion planners sometimes fail due to the difficulty
of discovering ‘critical’ configurations of the robot that are often naturally apparent to a human observer.
Our goal is to develop techniques by which the automatic planner can utilize (easily generated) user-input, and determine
‘natural’ ways to inform the user of the progress made by the motion planner. We show that simple randomized techniques inspired
by probabilistic roadmap methods are quite useful for transforming approximate, user-generated paths into collision-free paths,
and describe an iterative transformation method which enables one to transform a solution for an easier version of the problem into
a solution for the original problem. We also show that simple visualization techniques can provide meaningful representations of
the planner’s progress in a 6-dimensional C-space. We illustrate the utility of our methods on difficult problems involving complex
3D CAD Models.

1 Introduction
Motion planning arises in many application domains such as robotics, virtual reality systems, and computer-aided
design. Algorithms for performing fully automatic motion planning would be highly desirable for many of these
applications, and as such, have been the object of much research [9]. Despite the large effort that has been spent
on this problem, efficient fully automatic solutions are known only for very limited scenarios. Indeed, there is strong
evidence that any complete planner (one that is guaranteed to find a solution or determine that none exists) requires time
exponential in the number of degrees of freedom (dof) of the robot. Recently, some promising randomized methods
have been proposed (see, e.g., [2, 8]). Nonetheless, despite the great amount of effort spent on motion planning [9],
there exist many important applications that have resisted automatic solution.
We believe that some such problems could be solved by using user-input to help guide automatic motion planning
algorithms. This belief is based on our experience that automatic motion planners sometimes fail due to the difficulty
of discovering ‘critical’ configurations of the ‘robot’ that are in tight, or crowded, regions of the robot’s configuration
space but which are crucial configurations in the resulting path. In contrast, such configurations are often naturally
apparent to a human observer. On the other hand, automatic methods are very good at computations that human
operators find cumbersome and/or overly time consuming, e.g., detailed computations necessary to fully determine a
continuous path.
In this work, we consider how to incorporate the strengths of both a human operator and an automatic planning
method. In particular, we investigate how haptic and visual interfaces can be used to enable a user and an automatic
motion planner to cooperatively solve a motion planning query. Haptic interfaces enable the user to feel and naturally manipulate the virtual objects, which provides valuable information about the environment not present in visual
displays. While haptic devices have been used in some limited situations to generate robot trajectories (see, e.g.,
[4, 7, 11, 13]), they have not been used in truly cooperative systems involving human operators and more general automatic planners. Advances in this area will have important applications in many areas in addition to motion planning,
e.g., in augmented reality training systems where a motion planner and an employee could work together to train the
worker to perform complex tasks.
 This research supported in part by NSF CAREER Award CCR-9624315 (with REU Supplement), NSF Grants IIS-9619850 (with REU Supplement), EIA-9805823, and EIA-9810937, and by the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board under grant ARP-036327-017. Bayazit is
supported in part by the Turkish Ministry of Education.
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We consider a scenario in which the human operator manipulates a virtual object using the haptic interface, captures (some) configurations of the object, and passes them to the planner. The planner then attempts to use these
configurations to generate a valid motion plan. The planner’s progress is communicated to the operator using a visual
overlay on the virtual scene. Our goal is to develop methods which are natural for the human operator and beneficial
to the automatic planner. Toward this end, we consider the following questions:

 How can the motion planner best utilize the user-generated input?
 What are ‘natural’ ways for the user to understand the progress made by the motion planner?
We propose and analyze several techniques for incorporating user-generated input in probabilistic roadmap ( PRM)
motion planning methods [8]. In particular, we show that simple randomized methods inspired by an obstacle-based
PRM (OBPRM) [1] are quite useful for transforming approximate, user-generated paths into collision-free paths. We
also illustrate that simple visualization techniques can provide meaningful representations of the planner’s progress in
a 6-dimensional C-space on the graphical display of the 3-dimensional workspace.

2 Probabilistic Roadmap Methods
The automatic planning method used in our system is the obstacle-based probabilistic roadmap method (OBPRM)
[1], which is a representative of the class of planners known as probabilistic roadmap methods (PRMs) [1, 6, 8]. Briefly,
PRMs, use randomization (usually during preprocessing) to construct a graph in C-space (a roadmap [9]). Roadmap
nodes correspond to collision-free configurations of the robot. Two nodes are connected by an edge if a path between
the two corresponding configurations can be found by a local planning method. Queries are processed by connecting
the initial and goal configurations to the roadmap, and then finding a path in the roadmap between these two connection
points.
We believe PRMs are good prospects for cooperative human/computer planning due to their need for improvement
in crowded environments and because they are amenable to incremental construction. For example, human operators could generate configurations to be included in the roadmap or sequences of configurations to connect different
connected
of thetoroadmap.
For thecomponents
human operator
help the automatic planner, he must first understand where the planner is having difficulty. This is, however, a challenging task since most planners, including OBPRM, work in C-space, which is a higher
dimensional space than the graphical interface available for display. The naive method of simply displaying a configuration in the the workspace is acceptable if only a few configurations will be shown. However, if many configurations
must be displayed simultaneously (e.g., a roadmap), then the resulting scene could be as difficult to understand as
a high-dimensional configuration space. Thus, what is needed are methods of ‘projecting’ configurations into the
workspace.
We have implemented two such methods. In the first, we represent each robot configuration by a single point in
the workspace, e.g., the positional coordinates of a reference point on the robot’s local frame of reference such as the
center mass. Connections between configurations are displayed as edges between their projections. Since multiple
configurations can project to the same workspace representation, we use colored edges to differentiate roadmap components. A problem with this approach is that all orientation information is lost, and this can be very important in
crowded environments. Our second method remedies this problem by displaying a reduced-scale version of the robot,
in its actual orientation, instead of a single point.

3 Generating and Processing Haptic Paths
The operator’s role is to capture configurations that will be useful for the planner. For example, the operator could
help the planner by viewing the workspace representation of the evolving roadmap, and capturing paths of configurations that will enable the planner to connect different roadmap components. In our implementation, the operator
generated sequences of configurations (paths) by attaching the haptic device to the virtual robot and manipulating it
in the VE. The system recorded these configurations at regular intervals, and then passed them to the planner. The
configurations generated by the operator could be free (i.e., collision-free configurations of the robot), or approximate
(some penetration of the robot into the obstacles is allowed, which can be viewed as ‘dilating’ the robot’s free space
[5]). An advantage of working in a dilated free space is that it allows the operator more freedom of movement.
The planner’s goal is to use the operator-generated paths to improve the connectivity of the roadmap. If the
operator has collected a free path, this can immediately be added to the roadmap. However, if an approximate path
2
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Figure 1: Pushing approximate paths to free space: (a) simple push, (b) shortest push, (c) workspace assisted push.
was collected, then the planner can incorporate only the free portions of this path and must attempt to ‘push’ the
colliding portions to the free space. The motivation behind our methods is that even though a node is in collision,
there should be a free node nearby since the path was user-generated and so is expected to be ‘close’ to a ‘good’
configuration. Thus, the main challenge is determine the best direction in which to ‘push’ the colliding segment. We
have experimented with several different methods for performing this deformation which are illustrated in Figure 1.
The general scenario we consider is as follows. We assume there is a single colliding portion of the path; if there
is more than one, each one can be considered separately. We use cf and cl to denote the free nodes immediately
preceding and following the colliding segment, and we let nc denote the number of configurations in the colliding
segment. Generally, we select npush = bc  nc c of the colliding configurations to push to the free space, for some
constant 0 < c  1. Our first method, simple push, attempts to push the colliding configurations towards the straightline in C-space connecting cf and cl , while the shortest push method trys to find the closest free configuration to
each colliding configuration. Our third method, workspace-assisted push, identifies nearby pairs of robot and obstacle
vertices and translates the robot away from the obstacle vertex towards the robot vertex.
Another way to utilize the approximate path is to use iterative pushing. The basic idea is to first solve a simpler
version of the original problem (one may do this, for example, by “shrinking” the robot), and then use the resulting
solution path as an ‘approximate path’ input for the harder problem. The process can be applied iteratively until the
original version of the problem is solved. The initial input path could be haptically generated, or simply one found by
an automatic planner. Note that this approach is similar to the idea of building a roadmap in a dilated free space [5].

4 Haptic Interaction for Motion Planning
Our prototype system consisted of a 3-dof PHANTOM haptic device [10], an SGI O2 graphics workstation (graphics display) and an SGI Octane (computation server). The graphics keeps track of the position updates of the PHANTOM finger tip, and the PHANTOM generates force-feedback using collision/penetration information from the computation server. Our haptic-interaction applications were developed using the C++ General Haptic Open Software
Toolkit (GHOST SDK) [12]. The operator can use the PHANTOM to manipulate a single rigid object in the virtual
scene. Haptic interaction is achieved by the following steps:
Haptic interaction is achieved by the following steps: (i) track motion of the user, (ii) detect collision between the
user controlled probe (virtual finger tip) and the virtual objects, (iii) compute the reaction forces in response to contact
and motion, and (iv) exert forces on the PHANTOM.
In the current system, the user can turn on or off the collision detection feature. Also, the forces can be applied
to the PHANTOM in three modes: maximum-force, half-force and zero-force. This variable strategy enables users
to choose between freedom and restriction of movements. For example, in the half-force case if the robot is close to
the obstacle, the user will be aware of the closeness while still being able to move inside the obstacle if he chooses.
However, in the maximum force case, he would be forced to move away from the obstacle in case of the collision. The
zero-force case is the same as when collision detection is turned off.
To achieve realistic feedback, all steps should be executed with 1 kHz frequency. However, in our applications
involving complex CAD models, the collision detection rate was usually around 10 Hz, which is 100 times slower than
needed. Thus, to achieve realistic interaction, we need to determine some reasonable feedback to apply during the 99
idle collision detection updates. Our solution was to use a heuristic to decide if a collision occurred during these idle
periods. Since we collect approximate paths anyway, a heuristic is an acceptable solution and actually it performed
very realistically. Basically we used the last computed free configuration, and the minimum distance (clearance) vector
from the robot to an obstacle as our references. When waiting for a result from the collision detection routine, we
projected the vector between the current configuration and the last free configuration onto minimum distance vector,
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Figure 2: The flange problem is shown in (a) and (b): (a) a colliding configuration from the user-generated approximate
path, and (b) the resulting collision-free configuration it was pushed to. For the alpha puzzle (c), we show a narrow
passage configuration found by the workspace directed push method.
Comparison of Different Approaches
Running Time(secs)
Env
Method
Gen/Push
Connect
OBPRM
304
119
Flange .85
Haptic Push
28
1.7
Haptic Push
416
2653
Flange .95
Iter .85 Path
86
18
Flange 1.0
Iter .95 Path
586
1100

Comparison of Different Approaches
Running Time(secs)
Env
Method
Gen/Push
Connect
OBPRM
30
1649
Alpha 1.5
Haptic Push
20(9.4)
309(3.6)
Haptic Push
24(6.8)
274(3.0)
Alpha 1.2
Iter 1.5 Path
31(10)
420(5.0)

Table 1: Node generation/pushing and connection times for each method to successfully solve the query in the specified
environment. Values shown are complete processing times; numbers in parenthesis show only time spent processing
haptic input. The label Iter.85.Path indicates that the iterative push used the solution path for the .85 version as input,
and similarly for others.

and if this projected vector was greater than the minimum distance, we assumed a collision occurred. The details of
this approach can be found in [3].

5 Experimental Results
We evaluated the various pushing methods described in Section 3 in terms of their ability to generate useful free
configurations. The results reported here were obtained using two environments: the flange and the alpha puzzle.
The flange environment consists of a fixed rectangular part with a circular opening (the obstacle, 990 triangles) and
a curved pipe (the robot, 5306 triangles) that must be inserted into the opening in the obstacle (see Figure 2(a).) The
alpha puzzle environment consists of two identical twisted, intertwined tubes (one the obstacle and one the robot, 1008
triangles each); the objective of the puzzle is to separate the tubes (see Figure 2(c).) (We worked with slightly easier
versions of the models, which were obtained by scaling the pipe by a factor of .85 in the flange, and the obstacle tube
by a factor of 1.2 in one dimension in the alpha puzzle.) For both environments, all three methods were tested on the
same user-generated path.
Our experiments showed that simple push and shortest push are fairly successful with more than 90% of
the generated nodes pushed in the right direction (i.e., toward the narrow passage in workspace). We note that for both
these methods to be most useful, the user-generated configurations must be close to the desired free configurations, and
moreover, they must be sampled at a high enough frequency so that the resulting free configurations can be connected
to complete the path.
In terms of the workspace assisted method, we observed that this method has a success rate of around
60-70%. This is expected since this method may try many unpromising directions since it selects vertex pairs based
only only proximity information. However, some of the nodes it found were critical in terms of the connectivity.
In an overall comparison of the pushing methods, the winner was shortest push since it had the fastest node
generation time and the highest success rate with a small number of nodes being generated (which is an advantage in
the connection phase). The detailed results of the experiments can be found in [3].
4

The experiments also helped us to compare haptically-enhanced motion planning and fully automatic motion
planning. The results are shown in Table 1. In both environments, the haptic hints not only enabled us to solve
the problems much faster, but also allowed us to solve harder problems than we were able to solve using the fully
automatic method alone.
The results for the flange are most dramatic. Our fully automatic planner was only able to solve the .85 version
in a reasonable amount of time, but starting with the haptically generated path, we were able to solve the original
problem quite quickly using the iterative pushing technique. Moreover, the fast solution times for the iterative method
show that using a valid solution path for an easier version of the problem as the starting point (approximate path) for
a harder version is a very useful technique for the flange. Finally, we note that the hints (i.e., the approximate paths)
also reduced the solution time dramatically. For example, the generation of the roadmap for the flange .85 version
took 423 seconds with the automatic planner, and only 30 seconds for the haptically enhanced version.
For the alpha puzzle, we observed similar results. That is, the haptic hints greatly reduced the solution times and
enabled us to solve harder problems than with the fully automatic planner. One difference noted was that the iterative
method works much better for the flange than for the alpha puzzle. This can be explained by the different geometrical
structures of the two problems. Although it appears as if the iterated method actually took longer than the direct
method, this is heavily dependent on the quality of the approximate path collected, and the results above indicate that
we collected a relatively better path for the 1.2 version than for the 1.5 version, i.e., the operator happened to do a
better job in the 1.2 version.
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Abstract
Echographic images are collected by applying pressure on the thigh with a probe emitting
and receiving ultrasounds. This makes it possible to visualise the state on the vein in the thigh,
which if it is healthy will collapse under the influence of the external pressure. However, if it does
not collapse it may indicate the presence of a thrombosis. Therefore, from the force applied and the
echographic image received, the practitioner may be able to make a diagnosis. We have
implemented the dynamic model of a human thigh that corresponds satisfactorily to real stressstrain data collected on a human thigh. Presently echographic image generators exist, that given a
deformation will be able to simulated a range of pathologies that can be encountered. The aim is
to use our dynamic model in an echographic simulator, which allows the practitioner to train
himself to a reasonable competence before making a diagnosis on a real patient. For this, haptic
return is of paramount importance. Our model, based on a spring-damper network, runs at
frequencies of approximately 100 updates per second. This, however, for haptic devices is not
sufficient, and may introduce vibration in the force feedback, and therefore, impair the
practitioners learning. In this paper we show how we interfaced a Phantom haptic device to this
model. Using an approach of fast local modelling we counter the lower update frequencies
provided by the dynamic model.
1. Introduction
Echographic image generators [henry-97] use a set of echographic images to construct a
more general model that takes into account the orientation and pressure exerted with the
echographic probe. Using this generators is possible to build an image that is dependant on the
deformation caused by the echographic probe considering additional factors such as the arterial and
venous pressure. By modifying these factors we can simulate a set of pathologies on which medical
students could be trained for the identification of the latter.
However, this kind of tool does not provide us with a sense of the force needed to provoke
this deformation. This notion of force is of paramount importance in the simulation of an
echographic exam to be of use for training purposes.
The goal of our work is to lay the groundwork for the development of an echographic
simulator with force feedback. In the final system, the trainee will be looking at artificially
generated echographic images, and interacting with a computer simulated dynamic thigh model
through a haptic interface.
The model used to simulate the dynamics is based on a spring-damper network as described
in Section 3. The parameters chosen for this model are derived from measurements on a real thigh
as published in [aulignac-99].
This model will only update its state at a maximum frequency of approximately 100Hz. Our
aim is to provide force feedback through means of a haptic interface of type PHANToM. These
interfaces require a very high update rate for the force and typically this frequency is around 1KHz.
However, the physical model that simulates the behaviour of the thigh is not able to provide force
values at such rates.
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In this paper we present how a local model can bridge the gap between the simulation
frequency and the haptic frequency.
2. Overview of the system

Figure1 : System overview
Figure 1 shows how the physical model and the haptic interface (PHANToM servo loop) are
connected via the local network by socket connections. The haptic interface is conceived as an
external module of the system simulating the physical model. Based on a simplified local model
(see Section 4) the force values are estimated inside the servo loop at the haptic rate.
The physical model of the thigh does not supply force values to the haptic interface. It
receives the actual position of the virtual echographic probe, corresponding to the position of the
end effector of the PHANToM arm. It computes and returns the minimum distance from the probe
to the thigh as well as the partial derivatives of this distance with respect to the probe position. It
passes also a linear approximation of the local stiffness of the tissue of the thigh. Finally, it updates
its own dynamic state. These steps are repeated in a loop at a rate which directly depends on the
physical model computational delay.
In the haptic interface the local model is updated in order to fit the values informed by the
physical model. This update is repeated at the same rate of the physical model update. The servo
loop rate does not depend on the local model update rate.
3. Description of the physical model

Figure2 : Two layer model of the thigh.

Based on the experimental data and the computational requirements, a two layer lumped
element model is chosen. The two layer model is composed of a surface mesh of masses, linear
springs and dampers, and a set of nonlinear springs orthogonal to the surface to model volumetric
effects by giving normal support to the surface mesh (see Figure 2). The deformation-force relation
of the nonlinear springs are of the form :
x
f ( x) =
ax + b
The nonlinear spring response is chosen to model the incompressibility of the thigh after a
certain deformation. In the model, the values of the surface elements are chosen uniform whereas
the parameters of the nonlinear spring vary around the mesh to model heterogeneous nature of the
thigh while keeping the number of unknown parameters small.
The parameters of the springs have actually been fitted to match the real deformation
measured on a human thigh [aulignac-99]. The typical update frequency of our physical model on a
R10000 processor is approximately 100Hz.
Implicit Integration is used for the integration of the dynamic, differential equations as
discussed in [baraff-98]. Explicit Newton-Euler takes no notice of wildly changing derivatives and
in our case, forces change very rapidly when the position of point on the surface of the thigh
changes, and the only solution to stop the integration from diverging is to reduce the time step, and
this is not the best thing to do in real-time applications. The general form of the implicit integration
(also known as backward Euler method) has the following formulation :
1

(1)
∆Y  I − l (∇f ) |Y =Y0  = f (Y0 )
 ∆t

where Y is the state vector expressing the positions and velocities of all particles. Thus ∆Y
represents the change in state and f(Y0) the derivative at the current state. Further, I is the identity
matrix, ∇f the Jacobian matrix derived from the spring configuration of the object, and λ is a
constant where λ∈[0,1]. The resulting square matrix is composed of n2 elements, where n is the
size of the state vector. We use the conjugate-gradient method [press-92] to solve this equation.
The added advantage of using implicit integration, is that we can derive the stiffness
parameter that is passed to the local model directly from the Jacobian matrix. Here we use the
linear approximation of the rate of change of the force with respect to the position. Even if the
forces change non-linearly due to the non-linear springs, a linear approximation at the given time is
sufficient for our application.

4. A haptic interface based on a buffer model
The disparity between the physical model update frequency and the haptic rendering
frequency can compromise the haptic interface. The PHANToM needs to display forces at rates
around 1KHz to maintain a realistic sense of touch. Simple solutions as forces interpolation cause
delays in the haptic rendering, and presenting force feedback in the presence of even small delays
has been shown to create operator-induced instabilities [richard-96].
To bridge this disparity we use a buffer model between the physical model simulator and the
haptic device. This approach was firstly proposed in [balaniuk-99]. The haptic interface is
conceived as an external module of the physical simulator, able to estimate the contact forces to be
displayed using its own simplified physical model. This simple model locally emulates the real
physical model and can estimate contact forces at the haptic rate.
The buffer model is a generic numerical model, defined by a set of parameters, continuously
adapted in order to fit the values informed by the physical simulator. The contact forces estimation
is based on a very simple physical simulation, with a point interacting with a non deformable
constraint surface defined by the buffer model.

This constraint surface represents the nearest portion of the thigh with respect to the probe.
The position and the shape of this surface will be defined by the model parameters.
The constraint surface is defined in the haptic device configuration space. In an ideal
framework, the haptic device would offer force and torque feedback, and the proxy would move in
a 6-D configuration space. In this case, the proxy motions could be expressed in full probe motions
(6 dof : translation and rotation). The PHANToM device we use has no torque feedback, and the
proxy is a point in a 3-D configuration space. The proxy motions are expressed only by translations
of the probe in the virtual environment (3 dof). The probe does not rotate.
Inside the haptic interface we use a constraint-based framework. The haptic device location
inside the configuration space is defined by two values : its effective position and a virtual location,
subject to the constraining obstacles. This virtual location, called the god-object in [zilles-94] and
virtual proxy in [ruspini-97], is the place the device would be if the obstacle was infinitely stiff.
The haptic interface is defined by two processes: the model manager and the haptic loop.
The model manager interacts with the physical model, informing the user motions and
obtaining the minimum distance between the haptic probe and its closest contact point in the virtual
thigh. Using this distance and its derivatives, the manager will adapt the constraint surface to
locally fit these values. The physical model informs also the local stiffness in the contact point.
The model manager uses the obtained distance and its partial derivatives to update the
buffer model. Using this values and the approach exposed in [balaniuk-99] the model manager
adapts the buffer model in order to emulate the physical model nearby the probe position.
The haptic loop follows the constraint based rendering framework. The contact forces are
estimated using the constraint surface, the proxy position and the informed stiffness.
To implement this framework, at each time step of the haptic loop we obtain the haptic
device configuration and we change the proxy position to reduce its distance to the haptic device
position subject to the constraint surface.
Refers to [balaniuk-99] see how the proxy position is determined.
The estimation of forces in the constraint based framework becomes easy after the proxy
location is determined. Simple impedance control techniques can be used to estimate the forces,
using the given local stiffness.
The general form of the forces estimation can be given by the Hooke's law :
f = k ( x − p)
where k is proportional to the local stiffness, x the proxy position and p the probe position.
Since we have the rate of change of the forces by the way of the Jacobian calculated in
equation (1) we can use this information when passing the stiffness parameter. This way the local
model will respect the non-linear force/deformation characteristic.
5. Results
Figure 3 shows a user manipulating the PHANToM to interact with the system.

Figure 3 -Using the system

Figure 4 shows the model as it has been built in our simulation system. A force is being
applied on the thigh using a probe which provokes a deformation which is in accordance with the
measurements taken.

large.

Figure 4 - Deformation of the thigh by applying pressure with the probe.
The force-feedback is smooth and there is no noticeable trembling even when the forces are

6. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a physical simulation system providing graphic and haptic
interfaces for a virtual exam of the human thigh. A spring damper model of the human thigh was
defined from experimental data. This model is simulated in real-time using an implicit integration
method. The haptic interface was conceived using the buffer model approach. Using this approach
the haptic rendering rate does not depend on the physical model computational delay. This
approach can provide reliable haptic rendering even when the simulation frequency is far lower
than the demanded haptic rendering frequency.
The purpose of this work is to contribute for the development of an echographic simulator
with force-feedback.
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Teneo Computing
Introduction
Dental students currently use artificial teeth and jaws, along with real dental instruments,
to practice cavity preparation and other procedures. These plastic models lack the level
of detail and material properties needed to exactly mirror real life teeth and procedures.
Furthermore, real life experiences such as bleeding and tooth extraction cannot be
simulated with these plastic training models systems. As such, current training
procedures require that dental students gain a portion of their required experience while
practicing on patients. This is obviously less than optimal. Furthermore, utilizing
classical, visual-only, computer simulations is not acceptable  a significant part of the
students learning is sensorimotor in nature. A hands-on curriculum is literally required.
Haptically enhanced simulations, however, can provide the sensorimotor involvement
needed for dental training. Moreover, if the simulation can provide a level of haptic
realism equal to or better than the artificial-tooth-and-jaw-approach, it promises to be
superior to the current physical fixture approach in simulating other aspects and
procedures as discussed above. In addition, VR simulation offers super-reality training
benefits that are not possible with either plastic models or live patients. Thus, the student
can repeat and playback procedures many times, precisely measure and quantify their
results and even zoom in or work in x-ray mode to see their work in detail.
This paper discusses a project jointly undertaken by the Harvard School of Dental
Medicine and Teneo Computing to develop a Virtual Reality Dental Training System
(VRDTS) utilizing the PHANTOM haptic interface device (See Figure 1). This project
is exploring the use of haptic interaction in the dental training curriculum. Both Teneo
and Harvard believe that training dental students in certain procedures is an excellent
application of the particular 3D haptic capabilities of the PHANTOM. The first phase of
this project, the development of a prototype for simple cavity preparation, is discussed.
This prototype will be evaluated in the classroom to determine the efficacy of Virtual
Reality (VR) techniques for training dental students.

The Virtual Reality Dental Training System
A dentist strongly depends on touch feedback from the tool tip for diagnosis and
positional guidance during procedures. In this system we are integrating the PHANTOM
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haptic interface with 3D stereo displays and advanced software techniques to create a
realistic 3D simulation. The haptic stylus enables the student to orient and operate
simulated dental tools. Working on a virtual model in a stereo display, dental students
can use a simulated pick to probe a tooth, or a simulated drill to prepare a tooth for
cavity repair. Since almost all dental instruments are force-to-a-point tools, these map
very well to a PHANTOM-based simulation.
The system consists of a dual Pentium Windows NT workstation with an OpenGL®
graphics accelerator. A Phantom Desktop or Phantom Premium with Encoder Stylus
provides haptic interaction. An SVGA computer display is used, which provides refresh
rates necessary to render stereo images using LCD stereo shutter glasses. The tooth
models are rendered volumetrically, which enables the presentation of tooth material as
a solid, and provides for the high speed calculation of drilling and filling procedures. The
tool head is rendered similarly as a volume, which enables high speed collision
detection. A tooth (molar) model, obtained on the Internet as an STL (stereolithography)
file [1] is provided in the prototype in both healthy and decayed forms.
The system uses MFC style menus for tool selection and operation, file load/save, view
modes and application operations. NDH (non-dominant hand) use of keyboard and
mouse is enabled for application interaction.

Figure 1  VRDTS Screen
The Cavity Preparation Simulation
The prototype simulates a simple Cavity Preparation (CP) procedure, wherein the
student diagnoses, removes and repairs an occlusal cavity. [NOTE: Occusal refers to
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the bite surface of a tooth.] The user has 4 instruments simulated in the system (see
Figure 2 below)  a pick, a drill (burr), a carrier, and a carver [2].

Figure 2  Dental Instruments
A decayed tooth may be modeled as consisting of 4 different materials, enamel (hard
like porcelain), dentin (softer, like ivory), pulp (very soft, like jello), and cavity (somewhat
soft, like leather). The system simulates a simple (occlusal) cavity in a molar (see Figure
3).

Figure 3 -- Tooth with Cavity
The student explores the tooth surface and detects the relatively softer area of the cavity
by probing it with the pick. The haptic interface is used to orient the pick in 6 degrees-offreedom, and to present the pick tip forces as the tooth is probed. We have
experimented with surface spring and friction forces to simulate the feel of enamel.
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The user selects the drill to remove the decayed material, ensuring that the walls of the
resulting hole are smooth, and that there is a reverse draft angle for retaining amalgam.
The PHANTOM is used to position the tool tip and remove the voxels from the tooth
model that are intersected by the drill head.
The student selects the carrier, and fills the cavity preparation with amalgam. Here the
PHANTOM is used to position the tool tip to add voxels to the model when the stylus
button is pressed. Amalgam is a constant volume, highly viscous fluid, which sets
(becomes as hard as enamel) approximately 15 minutes after application. The user
pushes the amalgam into the cavity preparation until the amalgam has filled it to
overflowing. The user selects one of the carvers to contour the amalgam to match the
original contour of the tooth.
Discussion
A dentist depends strongly on touch feedback from the tool tip for diagnosis and
positional guidance during procedures. The tooth and tool tips have to be presented in
sufficient detail to render the fissures and other surface features of the tooth. To date,
we have partially implemented the VRDTS prototype. We have rendered models of
juvenile and adult molars, with single (enamel) material properties. Further work is
needed to implement the multiple material properties of dentin, pulp and cavity. The
teeth obtained from the public domain on the Internet do not provide sufficient detail to
adequately render surface features. We may need to develop our own higher resolution
tooth models to achieve this.
In simulating the 4 dental tools, we have found that the Pick currently comes closest to
real time feel and behavior. The interaction of the Pick tip with tooth surfaces is quite
realistic. The Drill needs further refinement in simulating cutting resistance, cutting (burr
side as well as tip) behavior and accuracy (which is related to the resolution of the tooth
model). In addition, drilling realism would benefit by providing haptic rendering of high
frequency vibration. The Carrier and Carver tools also need improvements, primarily in
the rendering of amalgam properties.
There are shortcomings with the current haptic interface device. There is a need for 6
degree-of-freedom (DOF) force-feedback to enable collision detection of instrument
handles. In the future we also anticipate needing 6 DOF force feedback to simulate the
torque forces of tooth extraction. However, the PHANTOM haptic interfaces current 3
DOF force-feedback capabilities seem to be more than adequate for cavity preparation
training.
Finally, there are considerations to address in the setup and configuration of the
workspace. We plan to explore visual/haptic collocation, using a Reachin Display [3].
We believe that students will benefit from the added realism of the simulation. We have
also found that dentists have a very refined sense of hand position and tool orientation,
necessitating accurate initial positioning of the PHANTOM arm and stylus. There is also
a need for careful positioning of the PHANTOM in relation to the users position and arm
angle.
Conclusions
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In general, our demonstrations show that the Phantom is capable of providing the level
of haptic fidelity needed to equal or better the plastic teeth currently used. The real time
performance of tool-to-tooth interaction is quite good on our dual Pentium system.
Although our development is not complete, and our classroom tests have not yet been
run, we feel that the VRDTS system promises to be an excellent alternative to current
methods of dental training.
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Haptic Interaction with Geoscientific Data
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Background
Developing models of the subsurface environment is a complex and challenging endeavor. Geoscientists
and data interpreters must utilize data in the time and spatial domains gathered from a variety of sensors.
Typically, this sensor-derived information is noisy and its interpretation requires careful analysis and
modeling. This data must then be correlated and interpreted into spatially oriented models in order to for it
to be utilized [1]. To further complicate this task, the repercussions of interpretation accuracy in
commercial endeavors such as oil exploration are extremely high and often have effects measured in the
millions of dollars.
The interpretation of geoscientific data includes five general phases [2]: 1) data preview; 2) initial
interpretation; 3) verification of interpretation; 4) correction of the interpretation based on new data and/or
further analysis; and 5) the communication of results to others. Historically, all five phases of this
inherently multi-dimensional problem have been tackled using tools  non-computer-aided and computeraided -- that operate on two-dimensional slices of the data set. More recently, 3D surface and volumetric
visualization techniques have been applied to aid primarily in steps 1, 3 and 5 of the interpretation process
[3].

Adding Haptics -- voxelNotepad
Adding haptic interaction to existing real-time 3D visualization techniques promises to extend the ability of
geoscientists to operate in three dimensions during the interpretation process. Haptic interaction allows: 1)
the direct and unambiguous selection of individual entities (e.g., voxels) for evaluation and modification; 2)
the use of touch feedback to confirm and increase the accuracy of modifications of the data in three
dimensions and 3) the use of an additional sensory channel or modality (i.e., touch) for purposes of
understanding the data.

Figure 1  Geophysical Data and Color/Opacity Map in voxelNotepad

To this end, we are developing a utility known as voxelNotepad (Figure 1). As the name suggests, this
utility is aimed at providing quick and intuitive interaction with volumetric data. Developed in
collaboration with practicing oil company geoscientists and interpreters, voxelNotepad currently provides
interactive 3D stereoscopic visualization and haptically-enhanced selection, evaluation and modification of
volumetric data on a WindowsNT computer workstation outfitted with a PHANTOM haptic interface
device.
The main features of voxelNotepad are:
•

Ability to import and export volumetric geoscientific data. The utility is designed to work with
existing applications and currently supports voxelGeo and Landmark volumetric data formats.

•

Ability to interactively visualize volumetric data in stereo. Frame sequential stereo with controls
for camera separation and horizontal parallax is provided. As with most volume visualization
tools, data translation, data rotation, data scaling and the mapping of the data to color and opacity
is supported.

•

Ability to interactively feel the volumetric data with a haptic interface device. A variety of forces
have been explored for volumetric data evaluation purposes. Currently, voxelNotepad provides a
viscosity-like force. The magnitude and existence of this force can be mapped to the data values
of the volumetric data in a manner analogous to that of color/opacity mapping for visual rendering.
Subsequent sections of this paper describe this feedback in more detail.

•

Ability to directly pick individual voxels. A jack cursor is driven in 3-space with the haptic
device. Coupled with force-feedback, it provides the user with the ability to directly and
unambiguously pick individual voxels. This seemingly simple feature has profound repercussions
for interacting with the volumetric data. The geoscientist can now precisely examine and change
the fine structure (i.e., down to the data values of individual voxels) of the data set while
visualizing and working in 3D. Picking a voxel is as simple as reaching out and touching it. Data
values are displayed as an individual voxel is touched. No 2D to 3D transformations on the part
of the user are required. The selected voxel may be used as a seed for region modification
algorithms or it may be interactively modified as discussed below.

•

Ability to directly and interactively modify data values. Geophysical models are updated on a
continuing basis. Oftentimes, these updates require fine-grained changes to the volumetric data.
Heretofore, these changes were made in 2D slices that were then composited back into a 3D
volume. This process is tedious and prone to error. The voxelNotepad utility allows the data
values to be changed directly using a 3D painting metaphor. The user chooses the value to
modify the volumetric data from a palette. This palette displays both the available data values and
their current color/opacity mapping. The user then paints the volume (i.e., changes the existing
data values with the desired data value) by holding down the haptic interface devices stylus
button while moving through the data. In order to aid this process, the user feels as well as sees
the data values of the voxels to be changed. An unlimited undo/redo capability is provided.

Force-Feedback
Types of Force-Feedback
In developing the voxelNotepad utility, we explored several forms and uses for force-feedback and have
currently settled on two basic types of force-feedback. The user may chose either of these or no forcefeedback for volume data evaluation and modification operations.
3D Grid Force. The first form of force-feedback is a simple 3D grid. The purpose of this force is to allow
the user to very precisely position the cursor in the volume data. The grid force includes the concept of a
dead-band. This tends to avoid the situation of being flung out of the detents (i.e., energy wells)

without resorting to drag/viscosity forces that may decrease the perceived precision of the detents and
provides extremely precise positioning (0.5 voxel capability independent of haptic resolution).
Viscosity Force. The second form of force feedback is a viscosity-like force that varies with the haptic
density assigned to a particular data value . This density value is assigned using a map similar to that
used for data to color/opacity assignments. The user can set the haptic density value for individual data
values. Like visual attribute mapping, there is also a concept of haptic opacity/transparency. Density
settings may be overridden and the data made completely haptically transparent by utilizing this control.
The visual color/opacity map may also be used to automatically derive the haptic density map.
The feedback force is implemented as a simple spring system where data value density mapping determines
how much the spring anchor position can move towards the phantom position. This type of force was
found by our geoscience colleagues to provide sufficient haptic differentiation between data. This approach
has the advantage over a classical viscosity force (i.e., a force proportional to but in opposition to velocity)
in that accurate velocity measurements (which require an integration of the haptic interface device position
and hence are prone to noise) are not required.
Force-Feedback During Modification
Use of the viscosity force (which varies with the value of the voxel data) during data value modification
operations required several refinements.
The first issue addressed was what to do about feeling newly changed data values during modification (i.e.,
while the haptic stylus is depressed in modification mode). For example, if haptic density increases with
data value and these values are increased during modification, immediately feeling the changed data
impedes the motion of the haptic interaction device. This situation is similar to that which would occur if a
very quickly setting material were being extruded. The opposite situation also presents problems. Again
haptic density increases with data value but the values in a region of data are now decreased. If the changes
are NOT immediately felt, then it is difficult to reach the interior voxels of the region. This would be
analogous to the situation in which physical material is being removed but confirmation of its removal is
somehow delayed in time. In order to meet these conflicting requirements, the user is given control over
when changes to data values are felt. Changes to the data values, however, occur and are seen
immediately.
Three choices are provided: 1) changes are felt as soon as the currently modified voxel is vacated (i.e.,
immediate feel); 2) changes are felt after a certain number of voxels have been changed during the
modification operation; and 3) are felt after the modification operation is finished (i.e., the stylus button is
released). These three choices provide users which sufficient control for efficient modification of the
volume. The conditions under which any of these settings turned out to be an individual preference so their
choice is left to the user.
The second issue concerns the strength of the viscosity force during modification operations. The same
settings that allow successful haptic evaluation of data values tend to be too strong during modification.
Voxels that exhibit high haptic density impede the movement of the haptic interface device and do not
allow the user full freedom of control. Users, however, find that being able to feel the existing data values
during modification operations is extremely valuable. This feedback aids in the determination of the extent
of the region to be modified and helps to accurately start and end the modification operation. Consequently,
users are given control over how much the usual (i.e., evaluation) viscosity feedback force is attenuated
during modification.
Force-Feedback and Haptic Resolution
The PHANTOM haptic interface device is an absolute position input device. The most straightforward
configuration for the device is to map its position such that its physical workspace encompasses the logical
workspace. Situations arise, however, where the user may desire to change this mapping. Users, therefore,
are given control over haptic resolution (i.e., the scaling between physical excursions of the haptic interface
and distance traveled in voxel space). High-resolution settings are useful for extremely fine control of
evaluation and modification operations. In this situation, the entire data set cannot be spanned during an

excursion of the haptic interface device but all portions of the data set can be reached by translating the
volume within the haptic interfaces workspace. Low-resolution settings, on the other hand, are useful for
quick, less precise evaluation of modification of the volume.
It should be noted that the haptic feedback equations for all forces had to take this resolution into account in
order to guarantee stability (i.e., stay within the stiffness constraints of the haptic interface device).

Conclusions
A prototype version of voxelNotepad has been completed and is in use by oil company geoscientists and
interpreters. Although it is much too early to provide a definitive evaluation of the efficacy of haptic
interaction in geoscience, some preliminary observations can be made. First and foremost, users of
voxelNotepad in the geoscientific community have found it useful in the interpretation of geophysical data.
With voxelNotepad they are able to visualize the volumetric data, as they can with their current tools, but
voxelNotepad provides much faster performance for interaction. Furthermore, they are able to do
something that they were previously unable to do  controlled, direct modification of volumetric data in
3D. Certain aspects of force-feedback have already proven essential. Specifically, feeling the data during
modification operations tends to constrain and determine the extents of the modification operations. Early
in the program development there was no such force feedback and users found it extremely difficult to
make changes in 3 space without this feedback. Furthermore, viscosity feedback and the overall precision
of the haptic interface device, when used at reasonable resolutions, have proven to be precise enough that
the 3D-grid force is not often used in practice.
Quantifying the effects of force feedback in this task domain will clearly require further work and
evaluation. In addition to evaluating these effects, however, we plan on extending voxelNotepad to 1)
handle multi-attribute data sets; 2) model other entities used in geoscience and oil exploration such as well
bores, faults and horizons and 3) extend its modification and selection capabilities to include the ability to
lock the data values of selected regions of the volume.
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